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Grand Valley State University

Women's Center opens food pantry
Center offers students
on-campus alternative
to help supplement diet

By Chelsea Lane
GVI. Staff Writer

By Ellen Hensel
GVL Assistant News Hditor

With a typical college diet
consisting of Ramen noodles and
macaroni and cheese, students in need
of additional food may find relief in
a new project launching Monday at
the Grand Valley State University
Women’s Center.
A Student Food Pantry is opening
in the office suite of the Women’s
Center in the Kirkhof Center and
will be available to students after
filling out some simple paperwork.
However, organizers are primarily
leaning on the honor system.
The idea comes from Pre-Clinical
Laboratory major Susana Villagomez,
who heard from many classmates
about their struggles with money
for food and took her concerns to
Women’s Center Director Marlene
Kowalski-Braun.
“Marlene (Kowalski-Braun) and
1 met with more and more people on
campus who wanted to help and we
were able to get started,” Villagomez
said
The Women’s Center sent flyers
around campus asking for donations
of
nonperishable
food,
paper
products and toiletries. Many campus
departments have lent support.
The University Bookstore donated
recyclable bags.
“It doesn’t look like a grocery
bag, so no one would have to feel
intimidated about taking out a bag of
food,” Villagomez said.
The food pantry is modeled after the

GVL Photo Illustration / Matt La Vere

Giving back: Food donation is becoming more and more important as new food pantries open up, such as the GVSU Women's Center food pantry.

student food bank at Michigan State
University, which was established in
1993.
A struggling economy further
promotes the idea. In the past year, the
price of groceries has jumped almost

5 percent, the highest increase in two
decades. The cost of some staples has
shot up by more than 30 percent.
The pantry is just a short-term
solution for these students. Volunteers
in the pantry are asked to help students

find other resources, if necessary.
Rachel DeWitt. a graduate student
intern in the Women’sCenter, has been
directly involved with the planning
See Food Pantry, A2

Recyling improves 22.53 percent
in RecydeMania competition
percent of school’s total waste that is
recycled."
In the Per Capita Classic category,
Grand Valley State University a competition in which the schools
wrapped up its final week in the see who can collect the largest amount
RecydeMania competition last week.
of acceptable recyclables per person,
During
the
GVSU improved from
national
10-week
8.48 pounds per person
“I
am
very
pleased
competition, schools
in 2008 to 9.68 pounds
report recycling and
per person for 2009.
with the fact that we
trash data and are then
In
the
Waste
improved in all four
ranked according to
Minimization category
who col lects the largest
GVSU went from
areas. It is hard to do
amount of recyclables
47.85 pounds of waste
per capita and in total,
well in each area.”
per person to 43.28.
as well as the least
In the Gorilla Prize
amount of waste per
competition.
where
STEVE LESSER
capita and the highest
schools compete to
FACILITY SERVICES SUPERVISOR
recycling rate.
see who can collect
This year GVSU
the
highest
gross
improved in every area
tonnage of recyclables
of competition compared to last year.
regardless of campus population.GVSU
After the 10 weeks, GVSU had improved from 131.156.50 pounds in
improved from 17.81 percent in the 2008 to 221.494 pounds this year.
2008 Grand Champion competition to
Leeser said he thinks part of the
22.53 percent.
reason GVSU has done so well this
“The Grand Champion competition
year is due to the fact RecydeMania
category allows smaller schools to built up interest and awareness during
compete against bigger schools,” said last year’s competition.
Facility Services Supervisor Steve
See Recycling, A2
Leeser. “This division measures the

By Amanda Lechel
GVL Staff Writer
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Remembering heros: Soldiers participate in a military ceremony at the NATO summit in
Strasbourg, France on Saturday. Veterans of the Korean War will share their experiences on
Wednesday in the "Tell America" program held in the Alumni House on the Allendale Campus.

Korean War veterans to
‘Tell America’ about experiences
Stars and Stripes Club.
History professor James Smither,
director of the GVSU Veterans History
As students’ grandparents and great- Project, said the group hopes to raise
grandparents age, so do the memories public awareness of what the veterans,
of the wars they fought.
current and past, have experienced in
A panel of Korean War veterans will and out of combat.
share their experiences on Wednesday
He added they run this event on
at 6 p.m. in the Alumni House.
campus so students can learn more
The
veterans
about the Korean
belong to a program
“Their war was
War, one that is not as
called
“Tell
popular in textbooks
every bit as ugly and
America,”
and
and
history courses,
difficult an experience
are all from West
and not understood
Michigan.
to go through as
as well as some of
During the “Tell
the other wars.
earlier ones but
America: Veterans
“Their war was
received a good deal
Share Their Stories”
every bit as ugly
event, they
will
less attention.... ”
and
difficult
an
answer
questions
experience to go
JAMES SMITHER
from the audience
through as earlier
GVSU HISTORY PROFESSOR
after
a
panel
ones but received
discussion.
a good deal less
Several Korean
attention than either
War veterans will be featured on the World War II or Vietnam, and like
panel including Sherwin Nagelkirk. Vietnam, it is not that well understood.”
an army veteran who earned a Silver Smither said.
Star, and John Erickson, who served in
He added the veterans are about the
the army and was a prisoner of war for same age as the World War II veterans
more than two years.
and he wants to make sure the veterans
Other veterans will also be in tell their stories while they still can.
attendance with displays set up relating
to their experiences.
“As a history professor, I can attest
The Grand Valley Slate University to the power of having eyewitnesses
Veterans
History
Project
is
See Korean, A2
cosponsoring the event with the GVSU

By Katie Wendt
GVL Staff Writer

Gov. JenniferGranholm appointed
two new members. Sue Camell and
David Way, to Grand Valley State
University’s Board of Trustees on
March 30.
Camell
and
Way will replace
board members
Dan Aronoff and
Donna
Brooks,
whose
terms
expired.
Way, a native
of DeWitt, Mich.,
is a former GVSU
student and also
attended Lansing
Community
College.
“1 am honored
to have been
appointed
to
serve as trustee
for Grand Valley
State University,”
Way
said. “I
look forward to Carnell
the
challenges
presented
in maintaining and
improving the excellent reputation
of Grand Valley, especially during
our current economic climate.”
He has worked as a contract
negotiator, vice president and
organizer for the United Food and
Commercial Workers Local 951 in
Grand Rapids for seven years.
Camell, from the city of Wayne,
Mich., has almost 30 years of
education
“I look
policy
experience,
forward to the
including
challenges
working for
presented
in
the Michigan
Department
maintaining
of Education
and improving
as the director
the excellent
of the Office
of
School
reputation of
Excellence
Grand Valley
and acting as
ff
Granholm’s
education
DAVID WAY
policy adviser
GVSU BOARD OF
from 2003 to
TRUSTEES MEMBER
2008.
S ‘ h
e
received an undergraduate degree
from the University of Michigan
as well as a master’s degree from
Eastern Michigan University.
“Grand Valley State University is
one of Michigan’s esteemed higher
education institutions,” Camell said.
“I look forward to working with
fellow Board members. President
(Thomas) Haas, faculty, staff and
students to provide programs and
offerings at Grand Valley that meet
the needs of our global market.”
Camell is also the former deputy
superintendent of Detroit Public
Schools.
Way and Camell’s terms will
expire on Dec. 31,2016.
The board consists of six other
members. Their responsibilities
include enacting university rules and
regulations, deciding tuition rates,
appointing personnel and managing
grants and appropriations.
President Haas contacted both
Way and Camell to tell them he
looked forward to working with
them, and expressed hope for the
future of the university, in spite of
Michigan’s continuing economic
struggles.
“At the same time that our state
faces challenges. Grand Valley faces
renewed energy for our mission to
educate students to take their place
in our communities,” Haas said. “I
am confident that .Sue (Camell) and
Dave (Way) will bring their talents
and energies and help move Grand
Valley forward."
Among the issues the board
aims to address in the near future
are GVSU’s on-campus housing
shortage and the recession's effects
on the university’s budget and
funding.
The board’s next meeting is
scheduled for May 5.
clone ® Ian thorn .com
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Food Pantry

and distributes 20,312,917
pounds of food annually.
continued from page A1
“1 think that anything you
and execution of this pantry.
can do to help students in
“We can help them with this sort of situation is a good
long-term needs, and direct thing,” said sophomore Eric
them to the right agencies Kirby. “I have a lot of friends
if they need help,” DeWitt that could really benefit from
said.
a service like this. I think
In
2007,
students
20.3 million or
should
10.9 percent of
“I think that
really
take
people 18 years
advantage of
anything
you
can
or older were
it if they are
in poverty. The
do to help students
in need.
same year, 3.4
I
n
in this sort of
percent of all
addition to
U.S. households
situation is a good
the Kirkhof
accessed
drop-off
thing.”
emergency food
location,
from a pantry
there is also
one or more
a
drop-off
ERIC KIRBY
times, according
location
at
GVSU
SOPHOMORE
to
“Feeding
the
DeVos
America,”
a
Center Room
network of food
101B on the Pew Campus.
pantries.
Questions can be directed
If students do not want to the Women’s Center at
to go on campus to access (616) 331-2748, or visit the
a food pantry, the Second Web site http://www.gvsu.
Harvest Gleaners Food Bank, edu/women_cen.
located at 864 West River
Center Drive NE in Comstock
ehensel@ lanthorn .com
Park, serves 40 counties

Royal Vista
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$655 - $1075
GREAT SPECIALS!
CALL TODAY 453-9999
• 1 or 2 Bedroom apts or
3 bedroom condo-style townhomes
• Convenient location to both downtown
and Allendale campus
.
• Immediate freeway access
• Washer/Dryer and Oarage included
• Flexible 6,9.12 month leases

Recycling
continued from page A1

“1 am very pleased with the
fact that we improved in all four
areas,” Leeser said. “It is hard to
do well in each area. We have
had great cooperation from the
student senate and with food
services.”
Leeser
said
he
feels
RecycleMania helps strengthen
GVSU’s
Sustainability
Initiative.
“It gives us a chance to
emphasize recycling,” Lesser
said. “It allows us to compare
how we are doing compared to
other colleges not only in the
state but across the nation. There
were 512 schools registered
this year, 10 of which were in
Michigan.”
Norman Christopher, director
of
GVSU’s
Sustainability
Initiative, said he thinks a great
deal of the success is due to
students.
“There has been a great deal
of more student awareness,”
Christopher said. “I think
students feel empowered and put
more effort into recycling.”
Christopher added although

Grand Valley Lanthorn

the university is doing much
better, food waste is not an area
of strength at GVSU.
“We need to be a little more
educated about how to compost
food wasted,” Christopher said.
“It is something we really need
to work on as a community.”
He said recycling is an
easy way to be involved in the
Sustainability Initiative.
“Students can contribute to
living sustainable,” Christopher
said. “But students need to be
educated that more than just a
piece of paper or cardboard can
be recycled. We all need to leant
how to recycle better.”
Toni Jones,agraduateassistant
for the Sustainability Community
Development Initiative, said she
thinks everyone who sees the
results compared to last year will
be very pleased.
“We blew 2008 out of the
water,” Jones said, though she
still recognizes there are more
steps to be taken in the future.
“The fact that we can see how
well we did on paper is really
a confidence builder to the
university.”
alechel@ lanthorn .com
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students, he added.
GVSU sophomore Kristen
continued from page A1
Kitti said she believes veterans
tell their stories directly,” deserve more respect because
Smither said.
of the sacrifice they made.
Joe Adams, the president
"Our veterans (have) a
of the GVSU Stars and Stripes wealth of knowledge and
Club, said as the group started experience that we should listen
to bring together veterans, to,” Kitti said. “And they should
service members and students,
be given their
they thought
due respect.”
this
event
Kitti added
*0ur veterans (have) a
was a great
two years ago,
wealth of knowledge
opportunity to
she attended
hear firsthand
a Fourth of
and experience that
accounts
of
July parade
we should listen to.
a significant
holding
a
And they should
period
in
sign
that
history.
read, “I Love
be given their due
He added
Veterans,”
respect.”
any students
and a World
interested in
War 11 veteran
KRISTEN KITTI
or majoring
blew hera kiss
GVSU SOPHOMORE
in
History
and mouthed,
should attend
"Thank you.”
to leam more
“1 was trying to express a
about the Korean War, or the small amount of gratitude, and
“Forgotten War,” as he said it is there he was thanking me for
often called.
doing that,” she said. “It really
“By
understanding
the hit me the next year when I
experiences of American war looked for him in the parade
veterans, students will be able and he was not present.”
to appreciate and have a better
She said this showed her
understanding of the sacrifices students need to listen to the
that their fellow citizens have wisdom of veterans through
made to preserve and defend opportunities such as this event
our way of life,” Adams said.
before their legacies are lost
The Stars and Stripes Club forever.
wants to inform students of the
“We need to thank them
sacrifices and contributions of while we can,” Kitti said.
those in the military, including
current and
past GVSU
kwendt@ lanthorn .com

Korean

TOWNHOMES
4-^udaoewdU

s670 -s805
CALL TODAY 457-3450
• 2 bedrodom 1200 Sq. Ft ranch
townhomes with full basements
garage included
• Conveniently located within 7 miles
of Allendale Campus
• More information at
www.koetjebuilders.com
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News in Brief

Illegal gambling addiction takes hold of students
By Nadira Kharmai
GVL Staff Writer

Student Scholarship Day to
feature 600 student presenters

Jennifer Blackmer, of Ball
State University, will give the
keynote lecture at the 14th
annual Student Scholarship
Day Wednesday.
Her lecture will be at 4
p.m. in Kirkhof Center Room
2204.
Student Scholarship Day is
held annually to celebrate the
scholarship and creative work
performed by Grand Valley
Slate University students.
day-long
event
The
showcases faculty-mentored
works, which include oral
presentation,
discussions,
fine
arts
exhibits
and
performances.
Blackmer will discuss the
power of research project
driven by undergraduates in
her lecture, “The Gesture of
Thinking: What the Sciences
and Humanities Can l^earn
From the Performing Arts.”
Blackmer is a playwright,
theater director and assistant
professor of theater at Ball
State.
This year’s event will
feature 400
presentations
and more than 600 student
presenters.
For more information, visit
http://www.gvsu.edu/ssd.

Today many sports fans across the nation
could be winning or losing money.
However, most people are unaware
wagering on sports is legal only in Nevada.
I.ast year, more than $228 million was
wagered legally in Las Vegas during the
National Collegiate Athletic Association
Division I men’s and women’s basketball
tournaments, according to the American
Gaming Oiganization, not to mention the
near $2.5 billion wagered illegally online.
The madness of March has taken hold of
the workforce, students and student athletes
alike.
But an NCAA study found wagering to be
a problem among student athletes.
In 2000, a University of Michigan survey
reported 45 percent of all male athletes had
bet on college fcxitball or basketball games,
despite NCAA regulations banning it. On
March 31, NCAA Agent, Gambling and
Amateurism Director Rachel Newman-Baker
informed the Michigan State University team
if a student athlete was found to have gambled
on teams at his or her own institution, he

The
Grand
Rapids
economy recessed again in
the last two weeks of March,
but there were some signs that
pessimism about the future was
beginning to wane, according
to a survey compiled by Brian
G. Long, director of Supply
Management Research.
Long works within the
Seidman College of Business
at GVSU.
He said although the
statistics are still negative, the
rate of decline has subsided
,'Substantially.
The biggest weak spot in
the regional economy remains
the automotive industry, but
companies dealing in capital
equipment and office furniture
are also generally lower.
For more information and
to see the methodology for the
survey visit http://www.gvsu.
edu/scblogistics.
Academic Affairs VP Nancy
Giardina named ACE Fellow

Molly
Corbett
Broad,
president of ACE, announced
Thursday Nancy Giardina,
assistant vice president for
Academic Affairs at GVSU,
has been named an ACE
Fellow.
Giardina is a professor of
movement science at GVSU
and has been a faculty member
at the university since 1999.
She earned her doctorate
from Columbia University,
master’s from Montclair State
University and a bachelor’s
from the University of Rhode
Island.
The ACE Fellows Program
is designed to strengthen
institutions and leadership in
American higher education
by identifying and preparing
promising senior faculty and
administrators for responsible
positions in college and
university administration.
Giardina will serve as
a fellow for the 2009-10
academic year.
Thirty-eight
fellows,
nominated by the presidents
or chancellors of their schools,
were selected this year.

or she could forfeit all remaining athletics
eligibility.
While the same applies to Grand Valley
State University athletes. Department of
Public Safety Sgt. Craig Zoulek did not have
any reported incidents involving organized
or unorganized gambling on or off campus.
Not every fan is addicted to the brackets
though.
GVSU student Josh Briggs said he
participates in pools “just for fun.” Briggs, a
senior, has been bracketing since 2002.
“This year. I’m (going to) be clinching
the championship in the pcxtl I’m in,” Briggs
said.
In previous years, he did not wager more
than $50.
“If you lose, people don’t remember for
long but if you win, you get bragging rights
for a year,” Briggs said.
NCAA brackets aside, studies show
gambling problems have been increasing.
According to the National Gambling
Impact Study Commission in 1999, there
are more than 15 million problem and
pathological gamblers in the UJS.
The report stated: “A compulsive or

pathological gambler is someone who is
unable to resist his or her impulses to gamble.
'Hie urge to gamble becomes so great
that tension can only be relieved by more
gambling.”
In Michigan, 2 percent of all adults, or
about 350JXX) people 18 and older, have
a gambling problem, according to a 2(X)6
survey by Western Michigan University’s
David J. Hartmann for the Michigan
Department of Community Health.
The GVSU Counseling Center does not
have records of how many students came in
for gambling problems this year, but offers

mechanisms for those seeking help.
"We provide individual or group therapy
for students struggling with gambling
addictions.” said FYe-doctoral Intern at
the Counseling Center Katharine Hinkle.
“We also provide outreach presentations
in residence halls, classrooms and student
groups.”
nUuirmai® lanthorn £om

See more: Go to
"Your Insights" on A6.

can sell their books without
having to exit their car.
“I don’t think a lot of
During the week of finals, students realize we have a
bookstores are filled with drive thru window,” Page
lines of students selling back said. “We also always have
used textbooks for cash.
six buyback stations set up
But you can avoid those so we can keep the lines to a
long ines with a new company minimum. Plus we give away
called Bob Buys Books.
free hot dogs during buyback
Bob Buys Books, founded week.”
by Bart Rehagen, is a book
But many students will
buyback center for the end continue to sell back to the
of the school year in Copper University Bookstore, and
Beech Apartments.
according to manager Tony
The
Glaab.
the
buyback for
biggest
Bob
Buys
“I don't think a lot
selling point
Books
will
is location.
of students realize
be open 10
“We
a.m. to 6 p.m.
we have a drive
have
four
from April 20
convenient
thru
window.
We
until
April
locations
24.
also always have six
that students

By Amanda Lechel
Staff Writer

The
can go to sell
buyback stations set
buyback
their books,”
center
is
up so we can keep the Glaab said.
located inside
“At
the
lines to a minimum.”
the
Copper
Allendale
Beech
Campus
Townhomes
we
have
BRIAN PAGE
Clubhouse at
buyback
BRIAN'S BOOKS OWNER
10295 48th
stations
in
Ave.
Kirkhof and
“Anytime
in Kleiner. We also have
we can create a more places to sell back books
competitive market it is on the Holland and Pew
great,” Rehagen said. “I campuses.”
encourage students to shop
The University Bookstore
around with their books.”
has multiple buying guides
Brian’s Books, located at that allow the store to give
4282 Pierce St. in Allendale, the most amount of money
also tries to give its customers possible for their books.
the most money for their
“In the last fiscal year
textbooks.
more than 50 percent of the
“We buy back students books we sold were used,”
books for 55 percent of the Glaab said. “The national
list price,” said Brian Page, average is 30 percent. That
owner of Brian’s Books. means we can offer the best
“As soon as you get done prices on the market.”
studying with a book for a
With the three locations
final you should come sell offered
this
spring
for
your book back. Once we buy students to sell their books,
the amount of books that we students have many options
think we will sell next year, to get the most money for
the amount of money they their used books.
will get back will go down.”
Brian’s Books also has
alechel@ lanthorn .com
a drive thru where students

Winter 2009 exam schedule
available on registrar Web site

GVSU’s last day of classes
for the winter semester is April
18. E*xams will begin the week
of April 20.
Final exams for Saturday
classes will be held April 25
during regular meeting times.
Exam periods arc scheduled
on the basis of the first lecture
of the week for the course.
Exams for evening classes,
such as those beginning 5:30
p.m. or later, will be held on
the first regular meeting time
during the final examination
period beginning April 20 at
6 p.m.
The complete final exam
schedule is available through
the registrar’s link on the
GVSU Web site.

Courtesy Photo / Soaring Eagle Casino

Growing addiction: Gambling among students and student athletes has increased in recent years

Students look to get most
money for textbooks; new
options made available
6’V7.

Business trends suggest
optimistic economic outlook
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GVL Archive / Brittany Jaques

Textbook return: Students wait in line at the University Bookstore in Kirkhof for
the book buyback at the end of a previous semester Books can be sold back at
the bookstore in Kirkhof, tables in Kleiner, Brian's Books and Bob Buys Books

See more: Visit Lanthorn.com for a
web exclusive story on Michigan tourism.

t
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Simulated patient: GVSU medical students use new technology to work on high-tech, computer-simulated patients, giving
them a more hands-on and real-life approach to work they will face in the healthcare field.
I

Technology equips students
for real-life scenarios
Courses use computer-simulated patients, software to aid education
By Lauren Fitch
GVL Neu's Editor

In an increasingly competitive
job market. Grand Valley State
University provides its students
a relevant education with the use
of the latest technology in the
classRxxn.
Parag
Kosalge,
assistant
professor of Management, received
the Teaching with Technology
Award on March 18 during the
Teaching and • Learning with
Technology Fair for his use of
simulation software in his business
management classes.
Kosalge, who has taught at
GVSU for five years, began
incorporating Service Oriented
Architecture
programs
into
his curriculum as soon as the
technology became available.
SO A allows the user to develop
their own customized software
programs to address concerns of
their individual businesses. One
purpose of SOA is to mash up. or
combine, existing programs in new
ways.
“The written word is dry.”
Kosalge said. “You need to bring
in the people angle through
simulations.”
Kosalge
emphasized
the
importance of engaging his students
in class rather than boring them
with textfxxiks and lectures.
“I don’t call myself a professor,”
Kosalge said. “I consider myself
a friend trying to help students
achieve their goals in life and
not just a successful career that’s
ordinary. Students should be
equipped to do something great .”
In
his
Intrcxluction
to
Management Information Systems
and Principles of Electronic
Commerce classes. Kosalge has
f(xind the less-structured style of
learning through simulations has
benefited his students the most.
While the SOA technology is
still not very mature, Kosalge said
it is easy for students to leam to use
it witlxxit any prior programming
experience.
An example of one program his
students put together thnxigh SOA
is a combination of Craigslist and

Google Maps, which would allow to patients’ reactions before trying
potential home buyers to view the it on human patients.
Though the mannequins come
location of a property along with its
with a high price tag. Bambini said
price and description.
“Typically a class has a lot of cost is justified by the benefit to
lecture or PowerPoint, which can students.
be boring and an ineffective tool
“It’s definitely worth it,
many times...the moment you put especially with the nationwide push
something on paper, the passion to increase patient safety,” Bambini
goes away,” Kosalge said.
said.
Kosalge has found technological
In addition to the use of
simulation to be the means of mannequins. Bambini alsodesigned
bringing the real life angle to an interactive Web site allowing
her students to track the progress of
education.
Deborah Bambini, an assistant fictional patients throughout their
regular check-ups.
Nursing professor,
The Web site
would agree.
“You need
was developed by
Bambini also
to bring in
Bambini and Elaine
attended
the
Leigh, an affiliate
the people
Teaching
and
Nursing professor,'
learning
with
angle through
as part of a grant
Technology
Fair
simulations.”
where she discussed
received in 2008
from the National
the use ofcomputerPARAG KOSALGE
league for Nursing.
simulated
MANAGEMENT
mannequins in the
Bambini said the
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
use of technology
Kirkhof College of
has turned the focus
Nursing.
The mannequins come in from memorization to developing
varying degrees of technology. students' critical thinking skills
while the high fidelity m<xlels have and teaching them how to find
realistic breathing movements, information for the patient at the
measurable blcxxl pressure and time they need it.
news@ lanthorn xom
pulse, pupils that dilate and the
ability to recognize and respond to
See more:
their medication.
Bambini
described
the
Go to the
mannequins as an in-between step
editorial on A6.
for students to practice responding

Courtesy Photo / Deborah Bambini

Preliminary education: GVSU medical students use a computer-simulated patient
to practice responding to patient's reactions as they would in real life
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Malawi court rejects Madonna adoption request.
Regulations
that
require
Malawian welfare officials to
observe prospective Malawian
LILONGWE, Malawi (AP) parents with the children they
— A judge on Friday rejected want to adopt for 18-24 months
Madonna’s request to adopt a have been assumed to apply to
3-year-old girl as her second child foreigners, though legislation has
from Malawi, citing residency
been proposed
requirements. The
making
the
pop superstar’s
period
for
“It is necessary that
lawyer said she
foreigners one
we
look
beyond
would appeal the
year.
surprise ruling.
the petitioner...
The judge
The country’s
said Madonna
and
consider
the
child
welfare
had last visited
consequences of
minister had come
Malawi
in
out
Thursday
openinq the doors too
2008,
and
in support of
"jetted
into
wide.”
Madonna’s
the
country
application
to
during
the
ESME CHOMBO
3-yearadopt
weekend just
MALAWI JUDGE
old
Chifundo
days prior to
"Mercy” James.
the hearing of
But in a lengthy ruling Friday, this application.”
Judge Esme Chombo sided with
"In my opinion, this would
critics who have said exceptions completely remove (Madonna)
should not be made for the star who from the definition of ‘resident,’”
has set up a major development the judge said.
project for this impoverished,
Chombo said other foreigners
AIDS-stricken southern African have adopted children from
country.
Malawi, but the only case in which
Madonna’s
lawyer,
Alan some residency requirement was
Chinula, later said he had filed a waived was to allow Madonna
notice for appeal, but that no date to take her son David Banda out
was immediately set.
of the country in 2(X)6 before that

By Raphael Tenthani
Associated Press Writer

Fleeing driver crashes car
into Grand Rapids tree, dies

GRAND RAPIDS. Mich
(AP) — Authorities say a
driver crashed a car into a
tree in Grand Rapids and died
after fleeing Kent County
sheriff's deputies at speeds
estimated at 100 mph.
Authorities have identified
the driver as 21-year-old
James Escobar of Grand
Rapids.
Grand Rapids police say a
deputy tried to stop Escobar’s
1994 Ford Mustang for
excessive speed early Friday
but the car did not stop.
The Grand Rapids Press
and WOOD-TV report police
stopped their pursuit shortly
before the crash.
The car hit a tree and
came to rest in a parking lot.
Police say Escobar had a
valid driver’s license and no
arrest warrants against him.
Woman gets 10 to 15 years
in daughter's death

FLINT. Mich. (AP) A Genesee County woman
has been sentenced to I0 to
15 years in prison in a car
crash that killed her 8-yearold daughter and seriously
injured the girl’s twin.
Forty-one-year-old Kelly
Arthurs of Fenton Township
was sentenced Friday in
circuit court.
She pleaded no contest
in February to seconddegree murder, driving while
intoxicated causing death
and driving while intoxicated
causing serious injury. A
no-contest plea is not an
admission of guilt but is
treated as one at sentencing.
FYosecutors say Arthurs
was drunk and high on
cocaine and marijuana when
she crashed her car on March
10, 2008, killing 8-year-old
Kelsey Caswell.
, Arthpri. apologized in
court to her family and the
community.
Grand Rapids nurse gets
experimental heart device

GRAND RAPIDS, Mich.
(AP) — A Grand Rapids
nurse is one of the first
people in the United States
to be implanted with a
small, experimental medical
device designed to provide
an early warning of a heart
attack.
The developers of the
AngelMed Guardian heart
monitor like the one recently
implanted in the shoulder of
Lisa Holst say it could save
thousands of lives yearly.
Holst is a nurse educator
at Spectrum Health, a Grand
Rapids-based health care
system, who has suffered a
heart attack.
The Grand Rapids Press
reports the device was
implanted about three weeks
ago at Spectrum’s Fred and
Lena Meijer Heart Center.
She’s the fifth person in the
country to get one.
Angel Medical Systems
of Shrewsbury, NJ., makes
the heart monitor.
Gov. Granholm asks for
money other states decline

LANSING,
Mich.
(AP) — Gov. Jennifer
Granholm has asked the
federal government to keep
Michigan in mind when it’s
dividing up federal stimulus
money other states have
declined.
In a letter sent Thursday
to Vice President Joe Biden,
the Democratic governor
reiterated her earlier request
that Michigan be “first in
line” for any leftover funds.
Some
Republican
governors have said they
don’t want to take funds
that would expand state
unemployment
benefits
to part-time workers and
others previously ineligible
to receive the funding. They
worry the extra benefits
would require a tax increase
on businesses when the
federal money runs out.
But
Granholm
says
Michigan needs the extra
money to help get its
citizens working again as it
struggles with a 12 percent
unemployment rate.

AP Photo / Tsvangirayi Mukwazhi) •

Adoption suspended: U S pop star Madonna, right, during her visit to Salaza village near Lilongwe, Malawi on Friday In
a surprise move, a judge on Friday rejected Madonna's request to adopt a second child from Malawi and said it would set a
dangerous precedent to bend rules requiring that prospective parents live there for some period.

adoption was finalized in 2(X)8.
“It is necessary that we look
beyond the petitioner ... and
consider the consequences of

could actually facilitate trafficking
of children by some unscrupulous
individuals.”

opening the doors too wide,” the
judge said. “By removing the
very safeguard that is supposed to
parted our children, the courts ...

U.S. suspect's court
demeanor in the spotlight
Knox’s alleged role, has made
headlines in Italy and abaiad and
media outlets still converge here
PERUGIA, Italy (AP) - She for hearings held most Fridays
grins and chats. On Valentine’s and Saturdays.
Day, she sported a T-shirt that
Photo and TV coverage of the
read “All You Need Is Love.” trial has focused on Knox’s calm
And one of the first things she demeanor, her chats with the
said in court was about a rabbit interpreter during breaks and in
shaped sex toy.
one case even her fashion sense,
Amanda Knox faces life in when she wore a bright T-shirt
prison if convicted of killing with “All You Need Is Love”
Meredith Kercher, a British scrawled in large pink letters on
exchange student who was her Valentine’s Day.
roommate in this picturesque
Italian and Eunrpean reports
university town. However, her have buzzed with remarks.
breezy behavior in hearings over
"The Foxy Knoxy show:
the last three
Smiling
months
has
murder
“The
Foxy
Knoxy
set
tongues
suspect
wagging
in
show: Smiling murder
makes grand
Italy
and
entrance
as
suspect
makes
grand
aba>ad.
trial begins,"
entrance as trial
Knox’s
read a title
family insists
begins.”
on the online
she has always
version
of
been respectful
Britain's Daily
TRIAL COVERAGE
in court and
Mail, which
HEADLINE IN BRITAIN’S
knows
full
also described
DAILY
MAIL
well the weight
Knox
as
of the charges
walking "like
against her.
a Hollywood
The
21 -year-old
former diva sashaying along the red
University
of
Washington carpet."
student is being tried with her ex
“Her behavior has never
boyfriend Raffaele Sollecito for been adequate, given the
the 2007 killing that mesmerized seriousness of what happened,”
Italy with its tales of sex and lawyer Francesco Maresca, who
drugs. Both deny wrongdoing.
represents Kercher's family,
Knox was in an exchange said Wednesday. “I criticize a
pn)grain in Perugia and sharing superficial and inappropriate
an apartment with Kercher, a behavior. There’s a girl who
21-year-old student from I^eeds died brutally, we could use some
University in England, when the respect.”
Briton was found stabbed to death
However.
criminologist
in the house on Nov. 2,2007.
Saverio Fortunato says Knox’s
FYosecutors al lege that Kercher apparently carefree behavior
was killed during what began as a could be a psychological “reaction
sex game, with Sollecito holding to the pain” of being involved in a
her by the shoulders fn>m behind murder case.
while Knox touched her with the
In recent addresses to the
point of a knife.
court, Knox spoke in Italian and
The case, and particularly sounded confident, even in her

By Marta Falconi

Associated Press Writer

AP Photo / David K Purdy

Heartland celebrations: Laura Fefchak, right, and Nancy Robinson, center,
of Urbandale, Iowa, react to a ruling from the Iowa Supreme Court on Friday in
Urbandale, Iowa Gay marriage advocates began celebrating early Friday after the
Iowa Supreme Court issued a unanimous ruling finding that the state's same-sex
marriage ban violates the constitutional rights of gay and lesbian couples.

Iowa high court legalizes
gay marriage in state
and yet the first thing we did after
internalizing the decision was to
walk across the street and begin the
DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) - process of lobbying our legislators
Iowa’s Supreme Court legalized to let the people of Iowa vote,”
gay marriage Friday in a unanimous said Bryan English, spokesman for
and emphatic decision that makes the conservative gatup the Iowa
Iowa the third state — and the first Family Policy Center.
in the nation’s heartland — to allow
"This is an issue that will define
same-sex couples to wed.
(lawmakers’) leadership. This is
In its decision, the high court not a side issue.”
upheld a lower court’s ruling that
The Rev. Keith Ratliff Sr.,
found a state law restricting marriage pastor at the Maple Street Baptist
to between a man and woman Church in Des Moines, went to the
violated Iowa’s constitution.
Supreme Court building to hear of
“We are firmly convinced the the decision.
exclusion of gay and lesbian people
“It’s a perversion and it opens
from the institution of civil marriage the door to more perversions,”
does not substantially further any Ratliff said. “What’s next?’
important governmental objective,”
Technically, the decision will
the Supreme Court wnrte in its take about 21 days to be considered
decision. "The Legislature has final and a request for a rehearing
excluded a historically disfavored could be filed within that period.
class of persons from a supremely
But
Polk
important civil
County Attorney
institution
“It's a big win
John Sarcone said
without
a
his office will not
because, coming
constitutionally
ask fora rehearing,
from
Iowa,
it
sufficient
meaning
the
justification.”
represents the
court’s decision
The ruling set
should take effect
mainstreaming of
off celebration
after that threegay
marriage.”
among the state's
week period.
gay-marriage
"Our Supreme
proponents.
RICHARD SOCARIDES
Court has decided
"Iowa is about
FORMER SENIOR ADVISER
it, and they make
justice, and that's
ON GAY RIGHTS TO
the decision as
PRESIDENT CLINTON
what happened
to what the law
here today." said
is and we follow
Laura Fefchak.
Supreme Court decisions," Sarcone
who was hosting a verdict party said. "This is not a personal thing.
in the Des Moines suburb of We have an obligation to the law to
Urbandale with partner of 13 years, defend the recorder, and that’s what
Nancy Robinson.
we do.”
Robinson added: ‘To tell the
That means it will be at least
truth, I didn’t think I’d see this several weeks before gay and
day.”
lesbian couples can seek marriage
Richard Socarides, an attorney licenses.
and former senior adviser on gay
Sarcone said gay marriage
rights to President Clinton, said opponents can’t appeal the case at
the ruling carries extra significance the state or federal level because
coming from Iowa.
they were not party to the lawsuit
“It’s a big win because, coming and no federal issue was raised in
from Iowa, it represents the the case.
mainstreaming of gay marriage.
Anxmd the nation, only
And it shows that despite attempts Massachusetts and Connecticut
stop gay marriage through right- permit
same-sex
marriage.
wing ballot initiatives, like in California, which briefly allowed
California, the courts will continue gay marriage before a voter
to support the case for equal rights initiative in November repealed it,
for gays." he said.
allows domestic partnerships.
Its opponents were equally
New Jersey. New Hampshire
dismayed.
and Vermont also offer civil unions,
“I would say the mood is one of which provide many of the same
mourning right now in a lot of ways, rights that come with marriage.

By Amy Lorentzen

Associated Press Writer

first public statement when she
casually explained the presence
of a pink rabbit-shaped vibrator
in her Perugia house, saying it
was “a joke" and a present from
a friend.
In a statement e-mailed to
The Associated FYess, Knox’s
family described the American
as “generally a positive person,"
who tries to “see something
positive in everybody and every
situation.”
"When she comes to the
courtnxim, she is generally
happy to see familiar faces,”
the statement said. "The media
seems more interested in what
she's wearing or how she acts
for brief moments ... than in the
lack of evidence against her or
her respectful, attentive manner
during the court proceedings.”
On Friday. coatner Luca Lalli
confirmed his earlier findings by
testifying that the Briton died
from a stab wound to the neck.
He said it cannot be determined
if she was raped, though bruises
and cuts on her face, neck, hands
and legs suggest violence during
intercourse.
The two defendants have
largely ignored each other since
the trial opened Jan. 16, but
recently they exchanged smiles
and whispers.
Prosecutors say Knox’s DNA
was on the handle of a knife found
at Sollecito’s house that might
have been used in the slaying and
the victim’s DNA was found on
the blade.
It’s not clear how, if at all,
Knox's behavior will influence
the eight-member jury, which is
expected to reach a verdict after
the summer.
“Juries can be influenced by
the media, but there is also the
presiding judge," Fortunato said.
"I don’t think that the trial should
revolve aarnnd this frivolity.”

AP Photo I Stefano Medici
Murderous mirth: U.S. murder suspect Amanda Knox, second from left, is escorted in a courtroom as her ex-boyfriend

and Italian murder suspect Raffaele Sollecito, foreground, talks to his lawyer, not pictured, during a hearing, in Perugia,
Italy, Friday Knox and her former boyfriend Sollecito are on trial for the murder of Knox's roommate British student
Meredith Kercher, found dead in the house she shared with Knox in November 2007
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Obama pledges new U.S. relations with Europe
U.S. president tries
to repair damaged
ties, travels to five
European countries
By Tom Raum
Associated Press Writer

STRASBOURG, France (AP)
— Welcomed with thunderous
cheers, President Barack Obama
pledged onFridaytorepai r damaged
relations with Europe, saying the
world came together following the
2001 terrorist attacks but then “we
got sidetracked by Iraq.”
"We must be honest with
ourselves,” Obama said. "In recent
years, we’ve allowed our alliance
to drift.”
The new U.S. president said that
despite the bitter feelings that were
generated by Iraq, the United States
and its allies must stand together
because “al-Qaida is still a threat.”
At a town-hall style gathering
before a French and German
audience, Obama also encouraged
a skeptical Europe to support his
revamped strategy for rooting out
terrorism suspects in Afghanistan
and Pakistan, and said Europe
should not expect America to
shoulder the burden of sending in
combat troops by itself.
"This is a joint problem,”

Obama said on the cusp of the with foreign counterparts to right
NATO summit. “And it requires a the troubled global economy.
joint effort ”
Obama said the United States
Later,
in
Baden-Baden, shares blame for the crisis, but that
Germany, Obama
said
his “every nation bears responsibility
Afghanistan war strategy does not for what lies ahead — especially
envision NATO troops in Pakistan. now.”
He’s previously ruled out deploying
In Germany, Obama called the
U JS. troops to that country.
new unemployment report a "stark
Obama opened his Strasbouig reminder” of the nation’s woes.
appearance with
“None of us can
a
25-minute
isolate
ourselves
“None of us can
prepared speech
from
a
global
isolate ourselves
in which he
market,” and the
set a dramatic,
from a global market wodd’s economies
long-term goal
are so intertwined
... if we do not have
of “a world
that "if we do not
concerted action
without nuclear
have
concerted
action
then
we will
weapons.”
then we will have
have
collective
He said he
collective failure.”
failure,”
Obama
would outline
said, stand i ng bes ide
details of his
BARACK OBAMA
German Chancellor
nonproliferation
U.S. PRESIDENT
Angela Merkel after
proposal
in
a private meeting.
a speech in
He added that world
Prague
on
Sunday, near the end of a European powers are “going to go back at it”
trip that is spanning five countries if steps the G-20 took to fix the
in eight days.
crisis are not successful.
"In America, there’s a failure to
“Even with the Cold War now
over, the spread of nuclear weapons appreciate Europe’s leading role in
or the theft of nuclear material could the world,” Obama said.
Instead of celebrating Europe’s
lead to the extermination of any city
dynamic union and seeking to work
on the planet,” Obama said.
He held the campaign-like event with you, Obama said, “there have
in the midst of his first European been times where America’s shown
trip as president as he sought arrogance and been dismissive,
to strengthen the United States’ even derisive.”
“But in Europe, there is an antistanding in the world while working

AP Photo / Winfried Rothermel

Making amends: German Chancellor Angela Merkel, second from left, signs the golden book of the city of Baden-Baden, Germany,
together with U.S. President Barack Obama, center, and his wife Michelle Obama, right, on Friday. Obama meets with German Chancellor
Angela Merkel on occasion of the 60th anniversary NATO summit that takes place in Strasbourg, France and in Baden-Baden and Kehl,
Germany from Friday to Saturday. At left stands Joachim Sauer, husband of Merkel.

Americanism that is at once casual,
but can also be insidious. Instead of
recognizing the good that America
so often does in the world, there
have been times where Europeans
chose to blame America for much
of what’s bad,” Obama said.
He said the United States and
its allies must continue to work to
defeat the “terrorists who threaten
all of us.”

“We got sidetracked by Iraq
and we have not fully recovered
that initial insight that we have a
mutual interest in ensuring that
organizations like al-Qaida cannot
operate,” he said. “I think it is
important for Europe to understand
that even though I am president
and George Bush is not president,
al-Qaida is still a threat.”
In Germany, Merkel said her

country wants to bear its share of
the responsibility in Afghanistan,
and Obama thanked her for what
Germany already has done.
But Obama also said: “We do
expect that all NATO partners are
going to contribute.”
Obama and Russian President
Dmitry Medvedev earlier this week
pledged a new effort to reduce both
nations’ nuclear arsenals.

Palm Sunday goes greener with fair-trade fronds
By Matt Reed
Associated Press Writer

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) Christian churches are turning over
a new leaf for Palm Sunday.
About 2 ,500congregations from
every major denomination this
weekend will use fair-trade palm
fronds in their annual celebration
of Jesus’ arrival in Jerusalem in the
days before his crucifixion. They
say it’s the Christian thing to do.
“We believe that God created
the Earth, and it’s our job to
preserve it the best we can," said
Laura Hudson, the administrator at
Columbus’ Holy Trinity Lutheran
Church, where about 300 fronds
were delivered Wednesday and
placed amid hanging robes in a
chilled storage office.
According to tradition, Jesus
rode into Jerusalem on a donkev as

followers spread palm branches in
his path, indicating that a dignitary
was arriving in triumph. Today,
Christians often bum the palms
used in Palm Sunday services and
preserve the ashes for use in the
following year’s celebration of Ash
Wednesday, marking the beginning
of Lent.
The University of Minnesota's
Eco-Palms
program
ensures
the leaves were harvested in
Mexico and Guatemala in an
environmentally sensitive manner
by workers getting paid a fair price,
and organizers say they’re getting
more orders than ever.
This Sunday, when Christians
begin Holy Week celebrations,
about 640000 of the palm fronds
will be passed around in about a
dozen denominations.
That’s a steep increase from the

AP Photo / Kikhiro Sato

Fair fronds: Laura Hudson shows off fronds of palm at Holy Trinity Lutheran
Church Wednesday in Columbus, Ohio Leafy palm fronds arriving in churches
across the country ahead of Palm Sunday services are significant for more than just
the usual religious reasons.

5 JOOO stems ordered by 22 churches
The project has been an easy
in 2005, said Dean Current, sell to churches in the United
who directs the program at the States, many of which were already
university’s Center for Integrated promoting fair trade chocolate
Natural Resources and Agricultural and coffee to congregants, said
Kattie Somerfeld, a coordinator
Management.
at Lutheran World Relief in
The project grew from a 2001
Baltimore.
study on the r~
“The
idea
effects of the
“We're using creation
that you want to
North American
responsibly, in
pay the people
Free
Trade
addition
to celebrating at the bottom of
Agreement to
that value chain
a 2005 pilot
Palm Sunday. And as
enough to feed
project that today
far as I know, nobody
their
families
has become a
really has a problem
and send their
$45
million
kids to school
business.
with it.”
is
something
The project
that
our
ensures workers
SCOTT JEWETT
congregations
get a higher
SEMINARY STUDENT
were
already
wage
for
in the habit of
picking only the
doing,” she said.
highest-quality
Scott Jewett, a seminary student
fronds from palm trees growing
wild in the rainforests of northern in Bexley, Ohio, said he hadn't
Guatemala and southern Mexico’s realized until last year that churches
Chiapas state, a practice that allows were unintentionally supporting
over-harvesting
by
buying
the plants to continue growing.
Organizers believe that the poor traditionally used palm fronds that
villagers who harvest the fronds — tend to be longer.
After reading about the Ecomany of whom live on less than $2
a day — would otherwise cut down Palms project in a magazine, he
the rainforest to establish farms, persuaded the pastor and others at
Holy Trinity Lutheran Church to
Current said.
And communities also benefit order from Eco-Palms,even though
through an annual rebate. The orders cost about $20 more.
“We’re
using
creation
program this year, for example,
in
addition
to
will send about $32000 to 10 responsibly,
communities
in
Guatemala. celebrating Palm Sunday,” he said.
Money in the past has been used “And as far as I know, nobody
for scholarships for girls and to really has a problem with it.”
And that’s pretty much how
supplement teacher salaries.

Venezuelan leader: 'Capitalism needs to go down'
By Nasser Karimi
Associated Press Writer

TEHRAN. Iran (AP) Venezuelan President Hugo
Chavez on Friday ridiculed
the G-20 summit’s attempts to
deal with the global financial
meltdown, saying that capitalism
is in crisis and must end.
Chavez criticized the G-20
nations’ pledges of more than
a trillion dollars for lending
to struggling countries at
Thursday’s summit in London,
calling it “the same medicine
that’s killing the patient — a
trillion dollars ... more money
for a bottomless pit.”
Speaking during a visit to
Iran, the Venezuelan leader
said the plans by the Group of
20 industrial and developing
countries would strengthen “one
of the great guilty ones behind
the crisis: the International
Monetary Fund.”
The IMF and the World Bank
are “tools of imperialism" and
must be eliminated. Chavez
said.
In earlier remarks, he also
blamed the United States and
Britain, calling them “the most
guilty” for the financial crisis
sweeping the globe because of
the financial model “they’ve
been imposing for years ”
“It’s impossible that capital ism
can regulate the monster that
is the world financial system,
it’s impossible," Chavez told
Venezuela’s state TV late

V

Thursday. “Capitalism needs In recent years, Chavez and
to go down. It has to end. And Ahmadinejad — both wellwe must take a transitional road known for their anti-U.S. rhetoric
to a new model that we call — have boosted economic and
political ties.
socialism.”
The G-20 leaders on Thursday
Iran’s president, Mahmoud
promised
$1.1
Ahmadinejad,
trillion for lending
shared
that
“It's impossible
to
struggling
critique,
that capitalism
countries.
They
saying “some
also vowed major
decisions
by
can regulate the
efforts to clean
the
world
monster that is
up banks' tattered
leaders cannot
the world financial
balance
sheets,
restore
dead
get credit flowing
imperialism.”
system ... ”
again, shut down
The
two
leaders,
global tax havens
HUGO CHAVEZ
and
tighten
appearing
VENEZUELAN PRESIDENT
regulation
over
Friday at the
hedge funds and
inauguration
other
financial
of
joint
commercial
bank,
referred highflyers in the U.S. and
to their nations as the “G-2.” elsewhere.

Chavez socialism: Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, left, presents a carpet to
his visiting Venezuelan counterpart Hugo Chavez, right, woven with their images, dunng
an inauguration of a joint commercial bank, in Tehran, Iran, Friday

word has spread — from one
environmentally conscious church
member to another, and on to other
nearby congregations.
This year’s orders increased for
the fourth straight year — pretty
good, considering overall sales for
the floral industry have declined
along with the economy, Somerfeld
said.
Eventually, organizers hope to
have environmentally friendlier
palm fronds widely available in
the U.S. through wholesalers and
retailers, she said.

But while the project injects
more money into poor villages
and families, it may be only a
provisional remedy to poverty, said
George Dyer, a researcher at the
University of California, Davis,
who studies economic development
and agricultural economics.
The higher prices could
motivate better-off households to
start harvesting palms, he said.
The project will help increase the
income of the poorest households
only if they aren’t eventually
pushed aside.
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Join us for the Easter Prosram
Humanity at 6pm. At 7:15pm we
will then be meetinii in the West
auditorium & leavin* for dinner.

- www.davbreak.fv/crave

Think fast - think FedEx.
F«d Em Ground. Thinking about some fast cash and help with college?
Join the fast-paced Fedfcx Ground team as a part-time Package Handler.
You’ll work up a sweat, and In return get a weekly paycheck, tuition
assistance, and morel

Multiple Shifts to fit your
busy schedule!
Shift Times:
4:00 a m. - 9:00 a.m.
5:00 p m. - 10:00 p.m.
* Start and end times may
vary by one hour

Please apply In perton between
9:OOa.m. and 4 00p m Monday
through Thursday

We are located at
3378 Thraa Mila Road NW
Walker, Ml 49534

P/T Package Handlers
1 8 years or older
Ability to load, unload, and
sort packages
Part-time, 5-day week
S9.00 or S 1 0.00 to start,
scheduled raises

$ 1 SOO In Tuition A»»lit»nci
After AO Dayal

Ground
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EDITORIAL

Techno overload
Grand Valley State University has spent several
million dollars adding, updating and repairing
various forms of technology on its campuses, but
it seems the line between technological advantage
and obstruction has become blurred.

RICK WAGONER IS OUT OF THE PICTURE. BUT
THERE'S STILL A LOT OF POTENTIAL FOR
AGGRESSIVE REFORM SO WHICH OF YOU FINE
GENTLEMEN WOULD LIKE SOME GOVERNMENT
AID?

TRYOUTS.
MAKE IT FAST

OH, FUNDS ARE
LIMITED, SO
WERE GONNA*
HAVE...

Advantage. In the Kirkhof College of Nursing, students use computersimulated mannequins to practice working on patients. Through a computer,
the mannequins responses can be controlled to simulate patient conditions.
Most people would agree this method of teaching trumps allowing
unexperienced medical students to practice on patients whose heartbeats are a
biological and not mechanical function.
Obstruction. Every year some new form of technology is applied to
the traditional classroom. However, many students and professors would
testify that often more time is spent struggling to persuade the “time-saving”

FQM>

electronics to function than is given to discussion of course materials.

V:

Multi-million dollar computer consoles and projectors are impressive

^
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on paper, but in practice, malfunctions seemingly outnumber successful
GVL / Jacob Bowen

applications.
Advantage. Professors in the Seidman College of Business have turned to
computer programs that simulate real-world situations that business students

YOUR INSIGHTS

will face in their post-college careers.
Texttxx)k descriptions and professorial anecdotes can provide a foundation

Is gambling a problem for college students?

for education, but the old adage holds true, practice makes perfect - even if
the practice is computer-based.
Still, technology is a double-edged sword. It’s advantages and
disadvantages are so entwined that on occasion they are difficult to
distinguish, but for the sake of education this difference must be recognized.
Technology is only worthwhile so long as it remains beneficial. When
techno toys in the classroom require more education than the course itself
provides, advantage has given way to obstruction, and GVSU needs to re
evaluate its priorities.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR----------------------------This week in the Lanthorn there was
a brief discussion of the “truth” of rape.
As part of the Rape Crisis Advocacy
Program through the YWCA. I was
generally excited to see something like
this printed in the Lanthorn, until I read
through the “facts."
The problem was not with the
statistics. the ones presented were
congruent with other national statistics
I have encountered, but rather with the
fourth fact listed: “Any time someone
uses force with intercourse it is rape.
The force may include weapons,
intimidation, drags, alcohol or a victim’s
own diminished mental capacity.”
While all of these things are elements
that may and do indicate sexual assault
(especially weapons and intimidation),
there is no mention of the most
important determining factor in a rape CONSENT.
Consent can be verbal or non-verbal,
and is the most important aspect of

a sexual encounter. Sexual behavior
without consent is rape. To make the
generalization that ANY time a factor
such as alcohol is present automatically
equates a sexual incident with rape is
misleading and misinformation. As long
as there is MUTUAL consent given consent meaning “yes I want to engage
in this activity” it is not rape.
The brief list also mentioned that
“drunkenness does not exempt someone
from accusation and conviction of
rape” (which is very true) but it is also
important to note that one can consume
alcohol, consent to and engage in sexual
activity without it being considered rape.
Consent should have been at the top of
the list - or at least mentioned - in this
article, as it is the most important facet of
sexual activity, one that should be taken
extremely serious in all situations.
Claire Graves-Cappelletti
Rape Crisis Advocacy Program
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“I would say probably
not, at least not at
Grand Valley. I'm not on
the Allendale Campus a
whole lot but I don't feel
there's a huge gambling
circuit. Freshman year
we played poker in the
dorms for fun, but no
high stakes games or
anything like that."

"I think gambling can
be a problem for any
person - which includes
college students. It
is an addiction. I've
seen families under
the poverty line spend
money on scratch offs
when they shouldn't."

"I don't think so. I
know a lot of people
do gamble, but I don't
think it's really an
issue. I think it's just
playfulness, nothing
really too serious."

Cody Carmichael
Junior
Management and
Marketing
Cedarville, Mich.

Miles Cowles
Senior
Mathematics
Fremont, Mich.

Mike Balieto
Sophomore'
Psychology and
Philosophy
Roselle, III.
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This week s question:

1 would like to express
my disappointment with the
Lanthorn for printing this
week’s editorial cartoon in
the March 30 edition.
This cartoon is offensive
in so many ways that it
is hard to know where to
begin. The primary mistake
that it makes, however, is
that it totally misrepresents
Jessica Valenti’s message.
In Valenti’s recent book,
“The Purity Myth: How

America’s Obsession with
Virginity is Hurting Young
Women,” the author explores
how our society’s obsession
with the ideas and language
surrounding virginity hurt
young women. In her book
and at the GVSU event,
Valenti points out how this
preoccupation with virginity
causes many problems.
The author tries to show
that abstinence-only sex
education and this purity-

equals-worth mentality can
give young women some
very damaging ideas about
themselves. For example,
this type of thinking can
actually end up encouraging
young women to engage
in unprotected sex acts to
“protect” their virginity.
Feminism is about gender
equality and awareness.
Valenti is working hard to
show the realities of our
society so that young women

As the student body
reflects on the series of
unrelated student deaths
that we have heard about
this year, it is important
to remember the positive
attributes of these fellow
students. Student Senate
offers condolences to the
families and friends of all

those who have been effected
by the deaths of loved ones
and friends.
Student Senate will
continue to work with Grand
Valley State University’s
administration to support
the efforts of the Counseling
Center and the programs it
has available to serve the

students. Because of these
tradegies, coupled with
the economic hardship in
Michigan, students should be
open to seeking help when
grieving a loss or facing
struggles that are making
financial choices difficult.
Students should be
reminded that some of their

Should professors be permitted to
give both final projects and exams?

GVL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley
lanthorn opinion page is to stimulate
discussion and action on topics of interest
to the Grand Valley Community.
Student opinions do not reflect those of
the Grand Valley l.anthorn.
The Grand Valley l .anthorn welcomes
reader viewpoints and offers three vehicles
of expression for reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columns and phone
responses.
Letter; must include the author's name
and be accompanied by current picture
identification if dropped off in person.
Ijetters will be checked by an employee of
the Grand Valley lanthorn.
letters appear as space permits each

issue. The limit for letter length is one
page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit and
condense letters and columns for length
restrictions and clarity
All letters mast be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will not be
held responsible for errors that appear in
print as a result of transcribing handwritten
letters or e-mail typographic errors.
The name of the author may be withheld
for compelling reasons,
The
content,
information
and
views expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees, officers,
faculty and staff.

<

Lauren Vince
Junior
Film and Video
Saint Joseph, Mich.

can make educated decisions.
She does not bash virginity
or chastity but rather seeks
to dispel some of the very
wrong ideas that our society
associates with those words.
Young women have
enough problems trying to
identify with feminism in
this society without it being
bashed.
Jeff Me George
GVSU student
friends and peers may be
facing a stressful period in
their lives. When friends
are in need of any type of
assistance, please don’t
hesitate to encourage fellow..
students to use these Grand
Valley resources.
GVSU Student Senate

GVL STUDENT OPINION —

Getting better all the time

No: 66.67%
Vote online at
Lanthorn.com

Gabrielle Brown
Junior
Social Studies
Detroit, Mich.

"I would say yes in my
experience, because
over Christmas break
I went gambling and
I lost 60 bucks. That's
money I could have
used for something
else."

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR (CONT.)

Should Barack Obama be allowed
to force the GM CEO to resign?

Yes: 33.33%

"I think if it gets to
the point where you're
spending all of your
money. If it gets to
that point, then it's a
problem. I think college
students in general
don't have that type of
money to go out and
waste, because you
don't know if you're
going to win."

M /
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I’m graduating in a few
weeks, taking a few summer
classes to clear up some
unfinished credits and taking a
breather in the fall.
Every week in my attempts
to find something I despise to
devote a column to. I try to
focus on the little bubble of
Allendale and Grand Rapids
for material. Yet. as graduation
gets closer, this little world
of ours is starting to shrink.
Open BBC News and you’ll
see why.
With the G-20 summit in
Europe this week, and all our
eyes turned to the gathering of
our world’s greatest leaders,
it’s impossible not to notice
this one detail: President
Barack Obama is a totally rad

dude.
Following a week where
he ousted General Motors
Corp. Chief Executive Rick
Wagoner, demonstrating
our new administration's
intolerance for people who
stand in the way of progress,
and warned — according to
Politico — a group of the
country’s most powerful
financial CEOs, “My
administration is the only
thing between you and the
pitchforks.”
It’s delightful to see a
smart, handsome, eloquent
man shaking hands and
creating policy with the people
who can save our world.
Or destroy it. Seeing him
discuss reducing nuclear
weapons with Russian
FYesident Dmitry Medvedev
was a chilling reminder of the
arsenals both our countries
possess that, as Obama echoed
the warnings of leading
scientists, are the greatest

threat to humanity.
Yet there is hope — that old
word. On Friday he called for a
world without nuclear bombs.
This on the same day he held
a town hall-style meeting with
the people of France. I guess
the days of “freedom fries” arc
over. So long.
Best of all, Obama acted
as a mediator in a heated
dispute about tax havens —
an important term I’ll never
understand — between French
President Nicolas Sarkozy and
Chinese FYesident Hu Jintao,
according to ABC News.
He talked with both men
separately in different aimers
of the mom. like a parent
negotiating peace between
sparring toddlers According
to the ABC article, he “(urged)
them to try to find consensus,
and (gave) them a ‘pep talk'
about the importance of
working together "
Now, call me an optimist,
but in a world gone gloomy,

h.

with the economy crashing
alI over, with people jobless
and angry, these little stories
have made me smile. Not just.
because pictures of Obama
are all over my fridge and I’m
politically biased, but because'
the care of our country's
..
foreign policy is in the hands
of a level-headed. pmfessoriaL
father of two.
This may he a scary time „
to be graduating, to turn on ,
the TV or PC and get the
v
news of the greater world.
But from this spot in Grand
Rapids watching our new
administration unfold in its
infancy, things seem to be
headed toward the change we,
can believe in.
„
#».
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for Nicole Avery's
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SUsie Skowronek, Laker Life Editor
lakerlife@lanthorn.com

Minth annual event
draws some 1,600
cancer survivors,
supporters to GV
By Susie Skowronek
GVl. Laker Life Editor

When the Fieldhouse Arena
darkened as the names of
hundreds of cancer victims were
projected on the wall, a hush fell
over the more than 1,600 people
gathered at this year’s ninth
annual Relay for Life.
Standing in support of
grandparents, friends and loved
ones afflicted by cancer, the
crowd walked together around
the track.
The Luminaria ceremony
provided a time to remember
both those who died from cancer
and those who fought and
survived the battle. Multicolored
glow sticks lit white paper bags

LAKER LIFE
displaying names of loved ones
being honored or remembered
during the ceremony.
“People who stood up for
a reason why they relay, and
we could see how cancer
affects even our small campus
community,” said Carley Breen,
senior treasurer of Colleges
Against Cancer. “It was very
powerful.”
Partway
through
Friday
evening, sophomore Jamin
Littell gave a speech in tribute
to his father, who died after an
extended battle with a brain
tumor. Littell spoke about the
inlluence of his faith.concluding
with a song for his father.
Colleges Against Cancer
chose a Hollywood theme for the
night. Because Relay celebrated
its 25th anniversary, the group
wanted to express glamour and a
party atmosphere. Movie posters
such as “Australia,” “Wall-E”
and “Quantum of Solace” lined
the track and intermingled with

cancer facts.
goofy faces at the camera.
Adopting
the
slogan,
Although the night seemed
“Lights, Camera, Take Action!” similar to a party, it had a senous
participants
walked
the
purpose.
Fieldhouse Arena track through
“Relay for Life helps spread
awareness and raises money
the night and into the morning.
The event was not all for research to find a cure,”
ceremonies though,asinflatables, Chin said. “It shows how many
music and team competition people are affected by cancer
and how many
offered various
people care.
entertainments
“Everyone in their
I came out
for the evening.
lives will be affected
again because
Sophomore
1 think it’s
by cancer in some
Sherry Chin,
cool
to see all
on Circle K
way or another...
these people
International’s
The American Cancer
come out for
team, said she
one thing and
enjoyed
the
Society does a lot of
it’s always so
entertainment
good things with the
eventful.”
provided.
At
money we raise.”
Similar to
midnightduring
many others
the
annual
CARLEY BREEN
gathered
in
Mr.
Relay
COLLEGES AGAINST CANCER
TREASURER
the Fieldhouse
competition,
Arena, Chin
men
from
was
also
various
oi^ganizations dressed in drag for affected by cancer when her best
a beauty pageant.
friend’s mom was diagnosed
This year, Mr. Relay collected with ovarian cancer.
$830 in donations, which will go
“It was tough for her family
toward Camp Catch a Rainbow with her mom having to go in for
— a camp for children with treatments a lot throughout the
cancer in Michigan and Indiana. years,” Chin said. “She’s better
In the hallway, Chin and her now though.”
friends also enjoyed cramming
With
a
grandmother
into a photobooth and making affected by colon cancer, Breen
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understands the territory as
well.
“Everyone in their lives will
be affected by cancer in some
way or another, whether it’s
themselves or a close family
member” Breen said. “The
American Cancer Society docs
a lot of good things with the
money we raise.”
Because
of
regular
colonoscopy screenings, doctors
caught the cancer at an early
stage, and her grandmother has
been in remission for seven
years.
‘Things like skin cancer
are very preventable in a lot
of cases, if you use good sun
safety,” Breen said. “If you
get screened, such as getting a
colonoscopy, you can prevent
worsening conditions.”
Individual participant Rachel
DeWitt lost her grandfather to
lung cancer before her freshman
year of college.
“It was really tough for
my family because he was the
first one of my grandparents to
pass away,” she said. “I came
to Relay because I think that
raising money to help cure
cancer is a really important
cause, especially because of
cancer’s personal impact upon
my life.”
Much of the money raised
goes toward cancer education.
With additional educational
resoi’.ces, people can learn
cancer prevention, Breen said.
The night raised $87,895,
but the estimate is conservative,
Breen said. People can still
donate until August, so she
expects the total to rise even
higher.
“This is one of the best Relays
we’ve ever had," Breen said.
“Colleges for Cancer thanks the
teams and everyone who came
out for making it one of the best
events yet.”
lakerlife@ lanthorn corn
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Relay for Life
statistics
•
•
•
•
•

Dollars Raised:
$87,895
Teams: 105
Participants: 1,695
Top Team- Campus
Dining, $6,015.76
Top Participant:
Timothy Duthler,
$2,330.00
American Cancer
Society numbers:

Cancer causes 22.8
percent of deaths in
the U.S.
In men 25 percent of
cancers are in the prostate,
while 26 percent of
women have breast cancer.
An estimated 40 percent
of the reduction in male
cancer deaths between
1991 and 2003 can be
attributed to smoking
declines in the last half
century. However, 20.8
percent of adults and 23
percent of high school
students continue to
smoke.
In the past 20 years,
overweight prevalence
among adolescents aged
12 to 19 more than tripled,
from 5 percent to 17.1
percent.

GVL / Katie Mitchell

Far Left: The Mr. Relay drag beauty
pageant is always a popular event

Top: Student groups entertain
Bottom: Survivors, caregivers and
supporters walked the track all night.

See more:

Go to the Photo
Page on A8

The American Cancer
Society estimates that UV
radiation is associated
with more than one
million cases of basal and
squamous skin cancers and
62,480 cases of malignant |
melanoma in 2008.

Thirteenth annual wheel race
supports Alternatives in Motion
By Chelsea Ponstein
GVl. Staff Writer

- By Alexandra Butkovich
GVl. Staff Writer

“Be human. Value life. Walk
the walk.”
Students
lifted
signs
proclaiming such messages to
raise awareness on an AIDS Walk
GVl Archive / Elise Millei
'Thursday.
Awareness: A sign-carrying crowd makes their way around campus during the
The crowd was few, only
March Against AIDS in a past year. FACE AIDS hosted a similar march Thursday
seven students participated, but
the purpose was not as the group
Basnet said. “We live in such care to those affected by AIDS
crossed campus to remember the
a conservative area, and most arc Hind the world.
thousands whose lives have been
Jolynn Zimhelt joined FACE
people arc not educated about the
cut short by the disease.
AIDS this semester to become
subject at all.”
The group included members
She added she sees judgments more involved with organizations
of FACE AIDS, a national
based
on
ignorance
and on campus.
organization based in many
“I like helping people,” Zimhelt
stereotypes. However, the aim of
colleges across the country.
FACE AIDS is to bring people a said. "This is a great way because
President of FACE AIDS
so many people are affected.”
better understanding of the issue.
Sweta Basne t said she hoped to
She added there continues to
The group offers literature
help
people
on AIDS and be many stereotypes connected to
understand
other sexually AIDS.
“I want people to put
the enormity
“People still associate AIDS
transmitted
of the issue of
a face on AIDS and
infections. They with homosexuals,” Zimhelt said.
AIDS in the
deal with the problem. also provide “They think it’s an African disease
world.
information on or it’s a problem in big cities.”
I want people to be
“I
want
Although Detroit is the city
testing sites and
people to put a
the change... ”
where to find in Michigan that is most affected
face on AIDS
by the disease. AIDS can reach
counseling.
and deal with
Basnet people anywhere, she said.
SWETA BASNET
the problem,"
encourages
Jessica Dick, another student
FACE AIDS PRESIDENT
Basnet said.
students to join who turned out to support the
She quoted
the group and AIDS Walk, agreed with this

Mahatma

Gandhi, “You must be the change
you wish to see in the world."
“I want people to be the
change and not wait and think that
someone else can do it,” Basnet
added.
■’ She said FACE AIDS normally
only has five or six active members
each semester since it was founded
at Grand Valley State University
in 2007.
“I think Uiere is a lot of stigma
attached to HIV/AIDS and
that’s why people don’t join,”

|
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start educating others or to help
the cause by selling beaded AIDS
awareness pins to raise funds.
“The pins are made by
members of our support group
in Rwanda who arc either living
with AIDS or are affected by it.”
Basnet said.
She added these people make
the pins as a source of income,
and the proceeds from every pin
sold by FACE AIDS is matched
by private donors The money
goes to Partners in Health, which
provides comprehensive health

sentiment.
“Millions of people are
dying,” Dick said. “People think
it’s only happening somewhere
far off, in Africa especially.”
Dick
has
first-hand
experience, having spent two
weeks in Zambia where she
worked with children who had
been orphaned by AIDS.
"Sometimes we forget it’s
a problem here as well as over
there,” she said.
ahutknvich @ lanthorn x'om
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Participants of the 13th Annual Wheel Run
Together ran from Lubbers Stadium,down Campus
Drive and through the freshman living centers.
Participants of all ages — children and adults —
began their Saturday morning with the 5K,the 10K
or the one-mile fun walk. All events were open to
wheelchair racers as well.
An awards ceremony followed the races with
prizes awarded to the top-two finishers in each age
group for males and females.
Grand Valley State University physical therapy
students organized the event as part of an annual
project in their doctoral program, said Jody Mohle,
the race’s director.
Donations and proceeds from the event went
to Alternatives in Motion. The organization has
helped 130 Michigan communities and 17 other
states.
“Alternatives in Motion provides wheelchairs
to people who can’t afford them,” Mohle said.
These individuals do not qualify for other
assistance and cannot obtain this kind of equipment
without financial aid, Mohle added.
According to the organization’s Web site, http://
www.altemativesinmotion.org, “Alternatives in
Motion is all about mobility. We firmly believe
everyone should have the opportunity to participate
in society and not be hindered by mobility issues.”
Many racers knew someone in a wheelchair
or recognized how wheelchairs affected their
community.
Sophomore Kim Mangliers has participated
in this race for the past two years.
“It just gives me a good reason to keep
running throughout the year,” she said. “This is
the only 5K run I have ever done. It is a good
motivator for me to run, or I wouldn’t run all
winter.”
Mangliers said she thinks benefits such as
this are important to support organizations
such as Alternatives in Motion. When her
grandmother was diagnosed with diabetes, she
used a wheelchair similar to those purchased by
funding raised by Wheel Run Together.
Among the racers was one man who ran
the race as part of his goal to run every month
consecutively. So far he has run for 134 months,
but this was his first time participating in the
Wheel Run Together.

\

Freshman Jessica Romano said GVSU does a
good job supporting the community by allowing
fundraising events such as Wheel Run Together,
the AIDS Walk and Relay for Life to take place
around campus.
“I think it is important for the student body
to be involved in these events,” Romano said.
“It brings people together.”
Romano added being involved in fundraising
events reaches out to the community and shows
how GVSU students care.
cponstein@lanthorn .com

GVl / Lindsey
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Wheel runners: Founder of Wheel Run Together, Johnnie
Tuitel came with his sons Joel, PJ and Nick to the 13th Annual
Wheel Run Together The race took place on GVSU’s campus
in Allendale on Saturday morning
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More than 100 teams and almost ! J00 participants walked through the night this
support of the 2009 Relay for Life at Grand Valley State UnivCTsfty. Held Friday
and SaturflSym the Fieldhouse, the ninth annual Relay for Life raised $87,895 for the American Cancer Society .This
year’s Hollywood theme accompanied the slogan, “Lights, Camera, Take Action.” Clad in purple T-shirts, cancer survivors
joined hundreds of supporters who sported white T-shirts to walk the Fieldhouse track during the 12-hour event. Teams also
participated in numerous competitions including the Mr. Relay drag pageant, fear factor and ail Ovarian Egg Hunt.

Design by Joey Salamon
Photos by Katie Mitchell
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Matt Kuzawa, Sports Editor
sports@lanthorn.com
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Biting cold fires Laker runs, freezes Findlay
GVSU Laker men's baseball team wipes out University of Findlay Oilers in 18-1 victory on home field Sunday
Pitching in the bitter cold, Knuth said
he just focused more on hitting his
spots, even though his pitch speed
With temperatures in the 30s on started to drop.
Sunday afternoon, the Laker baseball
“Every inning it seems to get colder
team was catching something — but it out there so that’s why I started falling
was not a cold.
off velocity wise,” he said. “But you
“I think sometimes hitting is just have to focus more. You can’t grip
contagious — and it seemed like that the ball as well as you would like to.
was the case today ,” said GVSU head That’s why I kept blowing on my hands
coach Steve Lyon.
— that seemed to
Powered by 22
work a little bit.”
hits in an 18-1 victory
“Every inning it seems
In the top of the
over the University
third
inning, after a
to get colder out there
of Findlay, the No.ldiving stop by junior
ranked Lakers took
so that's why I started
second
baseman
the weekend series.
Kyle Gendron, an
falling
off
velocity
Lyon said his team
Oiler base runner
came out focused
wise. But you just
rounded third base.
for the task at hand,
But a throw to home
have to focus more.”
after a disappointing
put the runner in
Saturday.
a pickle between
“I didn’t know
home and third base.
BEN KNUTH
what kind of pitching
However, a throwing
GVSU SENIOR
they were going to
error by the Laker
throw at us and the
defense resulted in a
first couple innings we didn’t do much
1-0 deficit for GVSU.
and then we got into a rhythm,” he
It did not take long for the Laker
said.
offense to respond with runs of its own
Senior starting pitcher Ben Knuth in the bottom of the third though. After
gave up just four hits in seven innings, two silent innings, GVSU exploded for
striking out the Oiler batters 12 times. five runs on seven hits to take the 5-1

By Matt Kuzawa
GVL Sports Fditor

lead.
Junior Brad Raj went a perfect 4-4 on
the day with four RBI, including a tworun triple in the third. As a designated
hitter, Raj said it is important to stay
loose in between innings.
“Every inning, being the DH, you
have to warm up — run down to the
foul pole and back,” he said. “And
before every at bat just stretch and do
whatever you can to stay loose.”
Senior Scott Cain relieved Knuth
in the eighth inning to deliver a 1-23 inning for the Lakers, before closing
the game in the ninth, allowing just
one hit.
Even though the Oiler bats had gone
cold, the Lakers’ were far from it.

Already leading 10-1 in the bottom
of the eighth, the Lakers loaded the
bases with one out before Steve
Anderson hit a two-run single into
left field. Then, again with the bases
loaded. Matt Nickels cleared the bases
with a three-run triple.
The Lakers ended the inning with
eight runs on seven hits. With many
Lakers contributing to the route, Lyon
said it is more than just the starting
lineup providing run support.
“There’s three or four guys that we
rotate in and out, it seems like we have
12 or 13 guys that right now are hitting
the ball really well,” he said. “It’s a
nice problem to have, you can get
guys in the lineup, change the batting

order around, and everything usually
clicks.”
With the win the team improves
to 28-4 and 12-2 in GLIAC play. On
Saturday, the Lakers lost to Findlay in
the series opener 5-4, before winning
game two of the doubleheader 14-8.
The team will travel to face
Saginaw Valley State University
for a doubleheader on Tuesday. On
Wednesday the Lakers are scheduled
to play the West Michigan Whitecaps,
as long as weather permits.
“We’re excited to just go out on that
field and be able to use wooden bats —
feel like pros for once,” Knuth said.
sports® lanthorn £om
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Swing batter: GVSU senior Ben Knuth looks to connect while at bat during the first game of a

Full power: GVSU senior reliever David Bowman pitches during the first game of a doubleheader against the University of Findlay held on the

doubleheader against the University of Findlayon Sunday on the Allendale Campus.

Allendale Campus home field. The Lakers lost the first game 4-5, but won the second 14-8 and the third 18-1 against the Oilers.
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GVL DIGEST
Sports in Brief

GVSU takes two in clash of Lakers
Lake Superior State, GVSU series games give local Lakers edge over northern competition
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Schedule
Today
• Softball vs. Lake Superior
State in Allendale at 1
p.m. and 3 p.m.
• W. golf at Vulcan
Invitational in California,
Pa.
Tuesday
• Baseball at Saginaw
Valley State at 2 p.m. and
5 p.m.
Wednesday
• Baseball at Whitecaps,
Fifth Third Park at
6:35 p.m.

By Grant Wieman
GVL Senior Reporter

With five games down and two to go, the Lakers
versus Lakers season series will come to an end on
Monday.
Grand Valley State University beat Lake Superior
State University 2-1 in the first game Sunday — its
fourth win against the GLIAC’s other Lakers this
year.
LSSU was designated the home team for game
one, and pitcher Nikki Christensen, a junior, held
GVSU hitless in the first.
GVSU senior Lorie Andjelich walked leadoff
hitter Lacey Knoop. The junior advanced to second
on a groundball out, moved up to third after a wild
pitch and scored when sophomore Lorrie Chaperon

Andjelich allowed two hits and a walk after the
first.
“I need to stop giving up runs in the first inning,”
Andjelich said, though she did not have a reason for
her apparent first inning struggles. “I warm up more
than anybody.”
In 14 starts, Andjelich has an ERA of 3.(X) in the
first inning and 0.92 for the rest of the game.
The Lakers offense was held in check until the
fourth inning when senior Nichole Woityra hit a
leadoff double to deep left field. Junior Breanne
Kronberg followed by reaching second when LSSU
leftfielder Helena Zandarsky, a junior, dropped a fly
ball. Junior Stephanee Schrader hit a two-run single,
advancing to second on the throw to the plate.
Junior Amanda Rumsey pinch-ran for Schrader,
and GVSIJ had a chance to nut score an insurance

www.lanthorn.com

See more: Visit
Lanthorn.com
for the March
Madness
GVl Archive

leaderboard.
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run when freshman Carli
Raisutis singled up the
“I need to
middle. Rumsey was thrown
out at the plate, but the two
stop giving
runs proved to be enough.
up runs in the
“You take chances,”
Raisutis said. “Sometimes
first inning.
it works, sometimes it
I warm up
doesn’t.”
Andjelich said once the
more than
GVSU offense got going,
she felt at ease on the
anybody.”
mound.
“It helps when we get a
couple,” she said. “I kind
LORI ANDJELICH
GVSU SENIOR
of tell myself out there,
‘They're not going to score
again.’”
LSSU threatened in the
bottom of the fifth when Zandarsky advanced to
third base with one out. but Andjelich shut down
the attack and left LSSU helpless in the sixth and
seventh innings.
Raisutis — catching for game one — said she
had faith in her pitcher but did not feel comfortable
until the last LSSU hitter popped out to second to
end the game.
“You can’t really take the game for granted,” she
said. “Especially when they’re down by one — one
pitch, one home run can change it.”
GVSU won game two, 6-2. Junior Lauren Rohan
pitched six and two-thirds innings and Woityra had
3 RBIs.
But the play that garnered attention occurred in
the bottom of the first. Schrader hit an apparent twoout RBI double, scoring Junior Tina Briggs on the
play. Afterward, umpires ruled Schrader failed to
touch first base.
The run was originally ruled to count, but after
LSSU threatened to protest the game, umpires
halted play for 10 minutes to consult a rule book in
the GVSU dugout. The run was taken off the board,
citing Schrader never reached first base, creating a
force-out.
“That was a correct call." said GVSU head coach
Doug Woods. “Not really one I wanted, but that was
correct.”
Monday’s doubleheader begins at 1 p.m. at the
GVSU softball field.
The home Lakers (25-8) will look to complete
their season sweep of LSSU (6-27).

Sevald

Connect: Junior Stephanee Schrader bats during a previous game in Allendale GVSU won its first game Saturday at Northwood,
8-1, but lost the second, 3-1 Facing Lake Superior State University on Sunday, the GVSU Lakers took both games, 2-1 and 6-2

gw ie man @ lanthorn xom

Men's tennis hits 10th straight victory;
women battle injuries with double wins
“The more tough matches you play, the better
you’re going to do in them,” he said. “If you play 10
G17. Staff Writer
matches that are close as opposed to one, then the
Every team does its fair share of traveling, but for team that’s played the most tough matches is going
the Grand Valley State University men’s and women’s to be better. They’ve been there and they know what
tennis teams, playing on the mad is becoming a to do.”
weekly habit.
For the women, the wins come as a remedy for the
This past weekend the teams traveled all the way bitter taste left by close matches dropped in the past
from Missouri to Illinois to compete.
few weeks. In attaining this much-needed success,
After tallying a pair of victories against Truman the team had to overcome several nagging injury
State University on Friday (8-1 women and 7-2 men)
problems. Black said.
the teams headed north and picked up
One thing Black stressed was the
‘The more tough crucial role that the success in doubles
a pair of shutout victories against St.
Ambrose University on Saturday. In an
play has in the overall success of
matches you
added matchup, the men managed to
both teams. This past weekend both
play, the better
defeat Western Illinois University, 4-3,
teams managed to give up only one
Saturday evening.
you're going to
combined point.
For the men’s team, the victories
Continued strong doubles play will
do in them.”
come at the tail end of a string of
spell out success for the team in the
pain-driven success, said senior Alex
tough matches to come, Black said.
JOHN BLACK
Switzer.
“For both teams the doubles play
GVSU HEAD COACH
“A lot of it stems from the Calvin
is key,” he said. “If we can go out and
(College) loss,” he said. “We didn’t
get two doubles points, we’re going
want any of that to ever happen again,
to be able to beat any team we play against. If we go
so we went out to make a point. We started conference out and go down two to one, it really makes it a lot
play off on the right foot, and we’ll need to keep that tougher for us.”
going next week.”
Both teams will have tough matches in the week
Since losing a 6-3 decision to Calvin almost a ahead of them. The women will play their last match
month ago the team has been on a tear. With this of the regular season against Calvin next Thursday.
past weekend’s victories the team upped its winning Still chasing after a conference title, however, the men
streak to 10 straight matches.
will face off against nationally-ranked Northwood
GVSU head coach John Black attributed the University before heading to Detroit for a match
team’s success to its perseverance in close matches.
against Wayne State University.
They will finish their regular season against rival
school Ferris State University next Tuesday.
The results of Sunday’s matches with Chicago
State University were unknown at press time.

By Emanuel Johnson

Laker men's rugby teams
up with Western Michigan
Sporting too few players to form a full squad, GVSU, Western
join forces to play Northern Michigan this past weekend
said. “We didn’t really know said. “If we do that, we should
what to expect and they punched be in good shape for the long
us in the mouth at first, and it run.”
With only eight players was kind of unusual for us.”
Mittig said the team played
making the trip to play against
Freshman teammate Matt well during the games, but also
Northern Michigan University, Orrico agreed with Mittig the showed commitment is a key
the Grand Valley State University Lakers got off to a slow start factor to be successful.
men’s rugby team was put in an because they did not know what
“It just puts everything into
unfamiliar position — having to to expect e;arly on.
perspective on how much we are
team up with Western Michigan
“(Northern) really jumped out going to have to work and all the
University.
on us early, but little details that goes into being
“With many
after we figured a good team, communication“(Northern) really
of our guys
out
playing wise and veteran-wise being
jumped out on us
upt making the
with (Western) committed and coming to
O'ip. we had to
and
playing practices,” he said.“It’s basically
early, but after we
Combine our
together.
we getting all the guys together and
figured out playing
teams
with
played well,” actually trying to commit, so we
with (Western) and
(•Western)
to
Orrico
said. can be a good team.”
make a full
“It was fun but
Mittig said getting the entire
playing together, we
squad,"
said
very tough for team back will be a positive for
played well.”
Creshman
us because we GVSU in their next games.
MarioZambito.
“For us not all playing
had to make up
MATT ORRICO
‘Jit was difficult
our play calls together, communication is a big
GVSU FRESHMAN
flaying
with
five
minutes thing and once we get our team
people
you
prior to the back, our chemistry should be
Ijave
never
much better,” he said.
game.”
played with before and we each
Ahead for GVSU is a
Orrico added the Lakers
had different calls, so we tried need to work on team building Saturday home matchup with
to make the best out of the bad and chemistry for the rest of the Grand
Rapids
Community
situations."
College and Central Michigan
season.
I Though both games ended
“For us to keep improving, we University beginning at 1 p.m.
4s ties, Zambito said the games need to get more people coming
^ere good for the freshmen who out and gain more support,” he
jgreenleaf@ Ian thorn .com
ijiade the trip,
• "I think these games were
really great for most of us
}
Listen to the Sweet Tunes of the
because it gives the rookies a lot
4, 80 s and Enjoy Discounted Dances
<$f experience for future games ”
& Showgirl Suites!!
ie said. “From my point of
4iew, it helped me out a lot just
Qecause the more games I play,
tjie better it is for me to gain that
Experience.”
• One rookie who scored for
&VSU was freshman Cody
$5 Cover w/ Your College ID
Alittig, who said facing Northern
$10 Dances from 6-9pm
was one of the more physical
matchups his team has had since
t)ie fall season and up until the
Spring.
April
I “Because of (Northern) being
24th & 25th
<}n their home turf, they were
OU XhMd to Rmwv*
You lap Ooup
fired up and we kind of came
out flat in the beginning,” Mittig

By Jared Greenleaf

ejohnson @ Ianthorn com

GVL Staff Writer

GVL Archive / Kelly Begerow

More power: Junior Brock Plangger sends the ball over the

GVL Archive / Craig Harmer

Double handed: Sophomore Jackie Shipman reaches

net to complete his volley during a previous match. Saturday

up to return a volley during a previous tennis match. On

and Sunday the GVSU men's tennis team competed in
Macomb, III. Their next match ^Friday versus Northwood.

Saturday and Sunday the women's tennis team competed in
Macomb, III. The next match is against rival Calvin College
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THE BEST OFF-CAMPUS

HOUSING LOCATION!

Wed: College Night
Graduation
Party!

Providing Grand Valley State Students The
# SHORTEST

Walking Distance

* PRIVATE Shuttle for Convenience

★ ★★★★

* TWO Rapid Stops At Complex
* FURNISHED is an Option

CONGRATULATIONS

One Bedx&emA
Starting at $280/person/month
"Broadband internet and cable included
"Fully furnished
Spaciously designed for one person, but large enough for two.

For More Info:
r •••

PLAZA CAFE

10255 42nd Avc.
Visit us Online att
www.campusviewhousing.com

YOU RECIEVED A 5 STAR AWARD

FOR OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE
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IJead check: Ryan Lennon makes a hard tackle for the men's rugby team in a past GVSU game The men had to team up with
Western Michigan University this past weekend to play Northern Michigan University because they did not have enough players.
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Opening Day optimism
Grant
Wieman

T

^

In the spring of 2(X)5, the Detroit
Tigers were coming oft one of the most
successful seasons the team has had in a
decade. Their 72 wins came in large part
because of 2(X)4’s hot, franchise-saving
free agent Ivan (Pudge) Rodriguez as well
as fellow All-Star Carlos Guillen.
The winter of 2005 offered even
more hope: Four-time All-Star Magglio
Ordonez.
(Pause five seconds to let the coeds
sigh,“He’s my favorite.”
.., And we’re back.)
Ordonez signed with Detroit at a
discount because he was coming off
experimental Austrian knee surgery. Even
so, by signing with the Tigers, he became
the third superstar in the their everyday
lineup. And with future ace Jeremy
Bonderman taking the mound on Opening
Day, things were looking up for the Tigers.
Yet, when I lixiked around on my walk
from Hills to Padnos that morning, I didn’t
see any signs of Opening Day. Not one
shirt, not one hat, not one out-of-place,
giddy smile.
Finally, on my way back I noticed a
solitary fan in front of Fresh. He saw my

“D,” I saw his and we delivered a mutual
head-nod of respect.
All of my freshman optimism was
erased in a sea of indifference. Surely on
a campus of 22,000 students, I could find
a handful of baseball fans. Was I the only
one skipping HST 206 to watch them beat
down the inept Kansas City Royals?
(Grand total of Opening Day apparel
seen on the walk to class: One Tigers cap,
two Yankees caps and 47 “Why is that
creepy freshman staring at me?” looks.)
The Tigers won 11 -2 that day, behind
three Dmitri Young home runs, but from
my imprecise count only 20 Grand Valley
State University students saw the game.
Flash forward to Opening Day 2008,
when calling the Tigers “World Series
favorites” wasn’t a stretch. One through
nine, their lineup looked aiguably the
most intimidating in history. Seven
All-Stars and a starting rotation that was
almost intact from their 2006 Fall Classic
appearance. The only change was the
addition of former rookie-of-the-year
Dontrelle Willis.
On campus?
Tigers hats galore!
"Ordonez" and “Granderson” splashed
on the backs of recently-tanned coeds.
Giddy smiles were chiseled on the
faces of bearded seniors and baby-faced
freshmen alike.
I had been ready for the new season
since reading about the Miguel Cabrera/
Willis trade in class on a cell phone the
previous winter. I even started the day by

asking my buddy Shawn if 140 wins were
out of the question.
(After a short debate: It was not.)
Even after a disappointing 88 wins left
them short of the playoff's in 2(X)7, the
faux-fans were still out in full force.
Of the 26,(XX) students, roughly 25,980
were now llgers fans. I assume all my
afternoon classes were empty that day, but
I really have no idea.
At 1:08 pin. I was glued to FSN.
Three hours and 37 minutes later I realized
expecting 140 wins might have been
closer to the unrealistic side of life than the
realistic side. I realized it again the next
day, and the day after that, it took me until
loss No. 7 before I dismissed the idea all
together.
Now the Tigers are aiming off their
most disappointing last-place finish in
team history. The lineup has a few sizable
holes, their rotation goes (optimistically)
three deep and their Opening Day closer
(Fernando Rodney) is known more by my
dad for his sideways hat than his change
up.
Anything above last season’s finish
below the Royals is the only realistic hope.
But as you noticed already when you
looked up to scan the room, they’ve still
come a long way since 2(X)5.
Optimism abound! It’s Opening Day!
(Ladies, please continue wearing the
too-tight Magglio T-shirts. I know, “He’s
your favorite.”)
gwiemun @ lanthorn .com
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Magglio magic: Outfielder Magglio Ordonez, of the Detroit Tigers, is a fan favorite Opening Day
for the Tigers is today. The team will play the Blue Jays in their home opener in Toronto.

Five track, fielders provisionally qualify, one gets automatic
Spartan Invitational
allows for six
Lakers to qualify for
national competition
By Aaron Brandt
GVL Staff Writer

Fierce winds did little to
discourage the Grand Valley State
University men’s and women's
track and field teams on Saturday
at the Spartan Invitational in Fast
l^ansing, Mich.
In the unscored meet, the
Leakers faced surly weather and
tough competition from schools
all across the state, including
GLIAC rival Saginaw Valley
State University and host school
Michigan State University.
"The wind was up and down
all day today, so we really just
focused on competing,” said head
coach Jerry Baltes.
Baltes made sure his athletes
knew what he was expecting
heading into the meet.
"We talked about not focusing
on our times, but really focusing
on competing hard and being
tough,” Baltes said. “If we focus
on that, then the times will take
care of themselves.”

This was the first outdoor meet
of the spring season for many
athletes, as only a few participated
in the previous meet, the Raleigh
Relays.
"The first meet of the year is
always kind of a rust buster,” said
senior middle distance runner
Derek Marr. “You have to get back
into your racing mode.”
Based on the results, it appeared
many of the GVSU athletes were
already in their racing mode.
In high jump, junior Nate
Miller provisionally qualified for
nationals with a jump of 6 feet 10
3/4 inches. In the pole vault, senior
Bryant Wilson took first place
overall and provisionally qualified
for nationals, with his vault of 159.
While many athletes struggled
to cope with the wind, sophomore
thrower Aleksas Abmmavicius
dominated his events
In the shot put, Abromavicius
took first place and provisionally
qualified for nationals with a
throw of 52-8 1/4. He also won the
discus throw with an automatic
national qualifying measurement
of 188-5.
The women also focused on the
competition instead of their times,
while overcoming the conditions.
“The team did a good job
handling the adverse weather,”

said senior middle distance runner
Suzie Rivard.“I think (Baltes) said
that there were a lot of people that
competed hard, and that’s what he
wanted.”.
Some of those standouts
included national provisional
qualifiers in junior Stephanie
McCarthy in the 800-meter run
and junior Maegan Doyen in the
high jump.
Similar to the men, the women’s
throwing events also placed well.
Freshman Melanie Huhn and
sophomore Jessica Rutherford
finished in fourth and fifth place

The Lakers will split up for
the meets on Saturday. The pole
vaulters and jumpers will go to
the University of Mississippi for
the Ole Miss Classic, and the short
sprinters will travel to the Western
Kentucky Invite.

“With the track meet, there
was some g<xxl, some bad and
some ugly,” he said. “So you just
hope that we keep progressing
and hopefully we keep building
and getting stronger and better
as we head to the conference
championships.”

respectively, while Rutherford
placed third and provisionally
qualified for nationals in the discus
throw.
While Baltes did not think his
team was performing at its peak,
he noted there was still time for
improvement.

abrarult@ lanthorn £om
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McCarthy maintains the lead in a
previous race. She provisionally qualified
in the 800-meter run at MSU.
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Body arch: lumor Nate Miller clears 7 feet during a previous track and field meet.
On Saturday, he provisionally qualified for nationals at the Spartan Invitational.
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Folk Art Festival to recreate Greenwich Village
By Haley Otman
GVL A&H k’ditur
‘ Students passing the Kirkhof
(inter Thursday may hear
acoustic music heading one way,
thfen comedy, and later, poetry
gOing the other.
It may sound confusing, but that
is because the Folk Art Festival
plans to bring variety all afternoon
to the area surrounding the CookC'an I Ion Clock Tower Plaza.
“1 think it’ll be really cool...I
hope it’ll be kind of like 19b()s
Greenwich Village in New
Yprk City,” said lan Deering, a
member of the Grand Valley State
University student group Scientists
of Sound.
The Scientists of Sound are
sponsoring the festival.
The group plans to offer shun
poetry, live music in many genres,
comedy and whatever else students
would like to bring to the event,
along with art on display.
“We want to do (an event)
people can enjoy when they’re
outside,” said Matt Makowski,
president of Scientists of Sound.

The organization usually works
for other groups’ events, providing
sound recordingand reinforcement,
but decided to start holding its own
events as well, Makowski said. He
added they hope to hold events
each semester.
G V S U

Affiliate

performing at the festival, in
addition to running it.
“I was excited to be a part of
(the Folk Art Festival) because it
has so much variety,” Rickabus
said.
Makowski
said he hopes
for the event
“I think it'll be really
to be a place
cool... I hope it'll be
where people
just stop by and
kind of like 1960s
listen for a few
Greenwich Village in
minutes during
breaks
from
New York City.”
classes.

Professor
of
Film and Video
Joe McCargar
serves as the
faculty adviser
of Scientists of
Sound, but said
he made sure to
The
“let them take
Scientists
of
IAN DEERING
the ball,” for
Sound
have
SCIENTISTS OF SOUND
the
planning
been hard at
MEMBER
of the Folk Art
work promoting
Festival,
and
the
event
only offered advice when needed.
through handmade flyers and
“My feeling is that students are word of mouth - members have
infinitely more creative than I am, been telling their classmates about
so 1 am there to help them execute the festival in hopes of securing
their goals,” McCargar said.
more talent and guests.
Dan Rickabus, a member of
"We don’t have any really cool
the Scientists of Sound, is among festival that (shows the talent of
the members who will also be GVSU students),” Deering said.

Students who want to sign
up to perform at the festival can
contact the Scientists of Sound at
SOSaud ion i njas@ gmai 1 .com.
However, if someone decides
last minute they want to join in,
there will be no objections.
“We’re open for people to just
show up,” Deering said. "If people
should want to show up, (we
welcome that).”
The goal of the Scientists of
Sound is to make the Folk Art
Festival a mixture of many genres
of entertainment.
“We just felt that because we
(plan to have) such a wide variety
that (the Folk Art Festival) was the
best label,” Makowski said.
The Folk Art Festival will take
place Thursday from 2 to 6 p.m. in
the area around the Cook-Carillon
Clock Tower.
The rain location will be
Area 51 in lower Kirkhof. Both
locations are on GVSU’s Allendale
Campus.
arts @ lanthorn x'ont

Courtesy Photo / Dan Rickabus

New sound: Dan Rickabus, a member of Scientists of Sound, records for his new
album. The Scientists of Sound will sponsor a Folk Art Festival at GVSU on Thursday.
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Gotta dance: The GVSU Dance Troupe performed all weekend for their show, "Dancers for Cancer," at Allendale High School in Allendale. Proceeds from the shows' ticket sales went to Relay for Life, which in turn benefited the American Cancer Society.

;'Industrial Arts' clashes art, West Michigan's manufacturing industry
By Abby Hartig
G\l. Staff Writer

An innovative photography
exhibit has captured the spirit
0f West Michigan at its core the manufacturing companies.
; Nine
West
Michigan
photographers were assigned
to local companies and given
creative freedom to photograph
the factories and employees.
The result is “Industrial Arts,”
an exhibit at the Muskegon
Museum of Art.
; The exhibit was inspired
by the West Shore Symphony
Orchestra’s performances of
“American Made: The Art of
Manufacturing.”
The
museum's
vintage
collection
of
industrial
photographs was also a source
Of inspiration. Taken by the
Greater Muskegon Camera
Club, the collection was turned
into a book, “Muskegon Means
Home to Me,” in 1947. The
collection was donated to the
MMA and will be included as
part of the “Industrial Arts”
show.
; Executive
Director
of
the MMA Judith Hayner
said the exhibit serves as a
good reminder of the strong
manufacturing base that exists
in West Michigan.
! This manufacturing base,

Hayner added, is a big point of
For Steven Huyser-Honig,
pride for the community.
one of the photographers, it
“With everybody struggling was a new experience since he
to go to work every day, we usually specializes in nature
have to remember there is still photographs. The repetitious
a strong core of manufacturing nature of the factory work
firms in this region that and machinery is reflected in
I’m really thrilled both (the Huyser-Honig’s photographs.
Huyser-Honig came away
museum) and the symphony can
impressed by
shine a light
the level of
on,”
Hayner
‘‘With everybody
competence
said.
struggling to go to
and expertise
The actual
that goes into
experiences
work every day, we
manufacturing
of
the
have to remember
jobs.
photographers
Another
during
their
there is still a strong
time spent in
photographer,
core of manufacturing
the factories,
FredReinecke,
firms in this region ...”
is
familiar
written
to
with factories
accompany
because of his
their
JUDITH HAYNER
background in
photographs,
MUSKEGON MUSEUM OF ART
photographing
are almost more
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
for industrial
interesting
companies.
than
the
themselves. He found it liberating to be
photographs
able to take photographs on his
Hayner said.
The
photographers
saw terms rather than have his work
things they had never seen dictated by the companies, as it
before and discovered a new usually is.
Reinecke’s
photographs
found respect for the people who
work at these manufacturing stress the importance of the
human being among all the
jobs, she said.
It was a good awareness for robotic and automated aspects
the artists and conversely for of factory work.
"Sometimes people think
the companies; the experience
challenged their perspectives, that factories are nothing but
giant machinery and they
Hayner added.

forget about all the laborers,”
Reinecke said. “No matter how
automated the base becomes,
there will always be people
involved. It’s very important
that with modern manufacturing
it’s still all about the people.”
Despite all the negative
things we are hearing about the
economy and with people being
worried about losing their jobs,
an exhibit celebrating the fact
there is a strong manufacturing
base in West Michigan is
important, Reinecke said.
Huyser-Honig encourages
people to attend the exhibit
because the manufacturing
business is such an essential
part of our culture and economy,
but is usually kept behind doors
closed to most of the public.
“It’s important for people to
be aware of an opportunity to
explore vicariously a location
that they may not have been
able to visit,” Huyser-Honig
said. “It’s sort of like my nature
photography in a sense where
my role there is to bring back
an impression of a place that
not everyone can visit in the
way I have.”
The exhibit, which is free
to students with identification,
will run through May 31.
Courtesy Photo / Steven Huyser-Honig

ahartift @ lanthorn .com

Material beauty: Photographer Steven Huyser-Honig's work, "Self Portrait in
Steel," is one example of the artwork displayed in the exhibit, "Industrial Arts'
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CLASSIFIED RATES

DEADLINES. Noon Thursday for Monday, Noon Monday for Thursday
t rrwil) your (lassitieds: classifipds@lanthorn.com

I^rand Vallrp lanthorn

FREQUENCY

DEPTS/
COMMERCIAL____NON-PROFIT

2 Issues min.
3-4 Issues
5+ Issues

60C/Word
55C/Word
50C/Word

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS:

55</Word
50C/Word
45C/Word

0051 KIRKHOF
Allendale Campus

s5per week up to 20 words,
Each additional word 25C.

331-2460

Calls taken Monday Friday, 9 5

Announcements

Housing

Services

Opportunities

Wanted

Employment

Check out CRAVE at Daybreak
Church in Hudsonville on Sun
day nights at 7:15. Crave is for
young adults ages 18-25.

100 Gold St NW. Newly remod
eled, spacious single family
house. 1 block from Pew cam
pus. High ceilings, oak floors
and trim, high efficiency fur
nace. First floor: Kitchen (new
appliance), living room, large
entry, dining room with view of
park, 1/2 bath. Second floor: 3
bedrooms, large bath with two
vanities. Includes washer/dryer.
Third floor: Bonus room, unfin
ished. Call Tim 293-4886.

Lakeshore Pregnancy Center of
Allendale. Offering Free: Preg
nancy Testing, Peer Counseling,
Pre-Natal & Parenting Classes,
Abortion Information, and Com
munity
Referrals.
Call
616.895.1893 for more info.

Magic. Experience. PAID Intern
ship. Live Learn Earn. Disney
College Program - attend the
presentation April 9th at 5pm.
Kirkhof 2215/2216 disneycollegeprogram.com

IM Radio. New internet radio
station looking for musicians.
Upload original songs at
www.IMRadio.com for free air
play. Songs played and pro
moted in over 50 countries.

Join the FedEx ground team as
a package handler! Part-time, \
$9-$10 to start, scheduled ,
raises! Apply in person at 3378
Three Mile Rd. in Walker, Ml.

Want to do some free advertis
ing? Students and staff can
submit classifieds online at
www. lanthorn .com.

Wanted: Part Time Student
Computer
Programmer.
$10-$20 an hour. For Borland
turbo C/C++ Contact Jim at jiwarner@i2k.com

Student work, part-time work,
$14.25 base-appt. Customer .
sales/service, Advancement op
portunities, scholarships/intern
ships available. Call ASAP
616-241-6303

Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/Day. No Experience nec
essary. Training provided. Age
18+ Okay. Call 1-800-965-6520.
ext. 226.

Hiring? Get in touch with thou- •
sands of people who may be .
looking for work! Contact the .
Lanthorn at 331-2460.

Check

out

www.daybreak.tv/crave
more info!

for

Michigan Community Blood
Centers will be having a blood
drive
Tuesday
April
7
10am-4pm. Pew campus build
ing C. Free T-shirts to anyone
who attempts to donate.
Come join us for the 5K run
benefiting the Kids’ Food Bas
ket. It will be held a Kirkhof at
noon on March 14th. Donations
Welcome! Contact Emily rpgurlie23@aol.com

Three Bedroom House For
Rent. 1.5 miles from downtown
campus. Recently updated with
all appliances plus washer and
dryer.
Call
Courtney
616-516-2699 for details.

Roommates
Housing
Meadows Crossing...the New
Student Townhome Community
Located at the 48th Ave. En
trance to GVSU. Now leasing
for 2009! Call 616.892.2700 for
more details!

Roommate wanted. Someone
to share large 4 bedroom home
in Allendale. $500/month in
cludes
all
utilities.
616-822-9006

The Village at 48 West. Limited
Availability-Stop in Today!
Rates starting at only $395!
616.895.2400
or
www.48west.com for more info.
3 Bedroom Copper Beech
apartment for lease starting
August 1, 2009 with rent of
$430. If interested call Cayla
Stanard.
248-342-6536.
stanardc@gmail.com

Copper Beech Townhomes.
NOW LEASING FOR ‘09-’10l 1,
2, 3, OR 4 bedroom townhomes! Call 616-895-2900 or
visit www.cbeech.com.
House For Rent. 4 bdrm 1 bath.
Close to Allendale campus.
$350/month per resident, plus
gas and electric. 616-889-0713
Copper Beech Townhomes.
NOW LEASING FOR ‘09-’10l 1
bedroom townhouses available!
Call 616-895-2900 or visit copperbeechtownhomes.com for
more details and rates.
2 BEDROOM DUPLEX FOR
RENT- AVAILABLE IN MAY. 2
bd, 1 bath upper level duplex.
Hardwood floors throughout,
detached garage, locked stor
age space in basement. Your
OWN washer/dryer is in
cluded. Close to colleges
(GVSU-Downtown/CC).
$595/month + utilities. To see.
call 532-3220 or 915-1225.

Experienced Attorneys just 3
Miles away from Campus. For
more information visit our webs i t e
at
www.davidknoesterplc.com or
call us at 616.895.7300
Ironwood Self Storage in
Walker-Standale Area now of
fering 10% discount with col
lege I.D.! Computerized access
and well maintained facilities!
Call 616-453-2982 or visit
www.ironwoodself-storage.com
for more information.
Check out the weekly special at
The Grille at Watermark! Amaz
ing food and drink specials all
week! Located at 5500 Cascade
Rd. in Grand Rapids. Check out
www.watermarkcc.com for
more info.

Lakeshore'
Pregnancy
Center

Lakeshore Pregnancy Center
of Allendale
4623 Lake Michigan I)r.
Allendale, Ml 49401
(next to Speedway)

616 895-1893
-

Entertainment
Deja Vu . Great Specials! Ravine
@ Douglas in Kalamazoo. Call
today
for
more
info!
269-344-5311

Super Crossword
ACROSS
1 Bnmless
hat
4 Entertain or
Erato?
9 Trophy
or city
district?
14 Be an
accomplice
or wager?
18 Sills solo
20 Chemical
element
21 Less
adorned
22 O’Hara
homestead
23 Minus
24 Dolt
25 Marsh bird
26 Ken o»
“thirtysome
thing"
27 Waterfalls
29 Furrow
31 Emotionally
arduous
33 Spouses no
more
34 — cotta
36 Peculiar
37 De Mille or
Moorehead
39 Be in a
pageant
41 George of
“Just Shoot
Me”
45 Thickens
46 “— is me!"
47 Fish for a
dish
49 Shady spot
51 Goal

52 Simple
shelters
54 “Got — You
Into My Life"
F66 song)
56 Figure of
interest?
57 Mao —
-tung
58 Land or
beacon?
60 Mead's
milieu
62 Canonized
Mile.
63 Eulogy
65 At — for
words
68 Result
70 It really
smells
71 Spoil
72 Rent----73 Morsel for
Dumbo
76 Error
78 Obsolete
title
81 Lend an —
(listen)
82 Schipa or
Bergonzi
84 Quantity or
steed?
86 Cry of
discovery
88 Particle
90 Automaton
92 French
couturier
93 Soho snack
94 Varnish
ingredient
96 Fall
decoration

A PUZZLE

44 Government 87 — bran
3 TVs "Our
89 Cowboy
game
— Brooks"
Tom
45 Purrfect
4 Dwells
91 Essay's big
pet?
5 Ways
brother
46 Singer
6“Topaz"
Barry
author
95 “— on the
Run" ('90
48 Hep. rival
7 — Canals
film)
50 “— Petite"
8 Mam
97 Walter —
T57 song)
course
53 Put one's
Mara
9 Like some
99 Composer
toot down
art
Orff
55 Big-billed
10 Pale
100 Yearn or
bird
11 Like 102
58 Concerning
steeple
Down
part?
or match?
12 Printer's
102
North
59
Sheen
proof
African
13 Expects the 61 Separately
feature
or role?
worst
64 Hostelry
104 Eye part
14 Like — of
66 — Cruces. 105 Piquant
bricks
buds
NM
15 Part of
107 Spartan
67 Mountain
Indonesia
nymph
serf
16
go
109 Can't
69 — Lanka
bragh!”
stand
17 Sharp taste 72 Blue hue
110 Poet
73 Compote
19 Upward
component
Teasdale
movement
74 Consumed 111 Scheme
or aroma?
75 Stood up or 112 Carson's
28 Fires
successor
flower?
30 Poetic pots
76 Rock's Los 113 PDQ,
32 Concept
politely
34 Choppers
114 Farm
35 Opposite or 77 Approxi
building
mately or
hybrid?
boxing
116 It's a long
37 Tilted or
division?
story
roster?
38 Private Pyle 78 Acted like a 117 '94 Jodie
Foster film
dove
39 Moulin —
118 Extrava40 Forum
79 — Dame
inza
80 In front of or
fashions
leader?
42 Growl
83 Eggy
sound
beverage
43 Embarrass
DOWN
85 Jazzman
or big
1 Soft mineral
party?
Davis
2 Locality

98 Creepy
Christopher
99 Jeweler's
weight
101 Link
103 Looked like
Hook?
105 Planned a
burglary
106 Uh-uh
108 Yorkshire
features
109 David’s
instrument
110 Cavorts in
the pool
115 Make lace
116 Trees-to-be
120 Pub orders
121 Cover
story?
123 Fuming
125 Authentic
126 Barrett or
Jaffe
127 Romeo and
Juliet
128 Neighbor of
Mali
129 Actress
Raines
130 Perched on
or toy?
131 Make
amends or
pitch?
132 Collect or
religious
service?
133 Drink like a
dachshund

Offering Free:
^WALKER - STANDALE AREA"

Miiiili. IRONWOOD
HU SELF STORAGE
10% Discount w/College I.D. ^
• Computerized Access
• Individual Door Alarms
• Well Maintained & Lighted Facilities
• Competitive Rates
•5x5 Spaces Up To 12x 40
www.ironwoodself-storage.com
it]

GVA k
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CONGRATULATIONS!
This was the energy reduction
from last year in the month of
September

■

n/ti Hue
U Wm Dr !M <5!

1

10800 Kwh
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See Answers on B6
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189 two- and four-bedroom townhomes and apartments
Bedroom/bathroom suites designed to accommodate one person
Eight floor plans; barrier-free units and single-stall, attached garages available
Outdoor sportcourt and beach volleyball areas

8598

Club house and community room facilities
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'Made in America' to explore Bloods, Crips gangs
By Abby Hartig
GVL Staff Writer

Courtesy Poster / Google Images

'Spelling Bee' to
sing its way into
D-O-W-N-T-O-W-N
By Josh Brunsting
GVL Staff Writer

more unpredictable for everyone
involved.
Ranging from local radio
show hosts to local reporters,
each performance will feature one
celebrity speller who has his or her
chance at the title. There is also a
chance for the audience to get into
the action.
“Every performance (has) one
celebrity speller as well as four
separate audience volunteers,”

An experience shared by many
young children is their first spelling
bee.
The same nail-biting event will
soon take the stage in Grand Rapids
in the form of “The 25th Annual
Putnam County Spelling Bee.”
“Spelling Bee” is a Tony-Award
winning musical comedy involving
six young people
Hemphill
who
learn
“Which
said.
“I really hope people
winning is not
makes
each
come
out
and
see
everything, and
performance
losing does not
this performance. It's
new, exciting
mean one is a
and unexpected,
funny,
clever,
sweet
loser. The story is
both for us
and charming.”
a coming-of-age
as well as the
tale attempting
audience.”
NICOLE GRAM
to convey the
The
show
BROADWAY GRAND RAPIDS
awkwardness
is brought to
MARKETING
AND
PUBLIC
of
childhood.
the stage by
RELATIONS DIRECTOR
Throughout
Broadway
the
show,
Grand Rapids,
the audience learns about each a nonprofit arts organization. The
character and their families.
company presents four to five
“The musical is not only shows per season and tries to bring
very funny, but it’s completely hit Broadway and oft-Broadway
relatable,” said Stage Manager shows to the local area.
Candace Hemphill. “Everyone
“I really hope people come out
can relate to one or more (of the) and see this performance,” said
characters. There is everything Nicole Gram, director of marketing
from a child who is rather shy and public relations for Broadway
to a child who happens to be an Grand Rapids. “It’s funny, clever,
overachiever, which makes this just sweet and charming. I’ve never
a more engrossing experience.”
met a person who hasn’t loved it.”
The performance started as a
Grand Valley State University
play
“C-R-E-P-U-S-C-U-L-E,” students will receive a $ 17 discount
created by the performance price for balcony seats, which are
group “The Farm.” Featured in available now.
publications such as “Time” and
“The 25th Annual Putnam
“Variety." the play has since made County Spelling Bee” mns
its way from off-Broadway to Tuesday through Saturday. All
Grand Rapids.
seven performances will take place
The performance features a at the DeVos Performance Hall in
cast of nine performers, and each Grand Rapids.
embodies a separate quirk.
Tickets are now on sale at http://
One of those characters is www.bwaygr.org/spelling_bee.
Chip Tolentino, the reigning html.
Putnam County Spelling Bee
champion currently learning the
jbrunsting @ lanthom x ■om
ups and downs of puberty. In this
performance, he is portrayed by
actor Kavin Panmeechao.
See Puzzle B5
"There is something in this play
for everyone.” Panmeechao said.
"There are six separate students,
but everyone knows what it’s like
to be in situations similar to that
of these characters. I’ve had a
blast preparing for this show, and I
think the audience will have a blast
taking it in.”
There are also many special
parts of the play making it all the

The gang activity of the
Bloods and the Crips may seem
very far from Grand Valley State
University, but with the screening
of the documentary "Made in
America,” students will get a
closer kx)k at the harsh realities of
gang life.
The film, by director Stacy
Peralta, is the first major nonfiction
film to address the long-standing
gang war between Crips and
Bloods in South Central Los
Angeles. The gang members
interviewed in the film explain
how and why they got involved
and why they think this culture has
been allowed to continue.
The origins of the gangs,
as well as how racial tensions
between Blacks and white police
lead to gang culture, is explained
in the film, said the Marketing
Coordinator for WGVU television,
Emily Maurin.
A big point made in the film,
Maurin added, is how many people

have been killed in this war.
provide a substitute for parenting, a
“If this war was going on in sense of belonging and acceptance,
other places in the world, the a source of entertainment and
United Nations would have provide a source of income.
stepped in by now because of the
Houston lived in Southern
thousands upon thousands that California while the Crips and the
have been killed.” Maurin said.
Bloods rose to prominence in the
GVSU
Criminal
Justice ‘70s and ‘80s and saw how the
Professor James Houston said gangs evolved.
the film accurately portrays the
Although there is essentially
violence
that
no
ideological
not only plagues
difference
between
“ ... nobody is
Angeles
Los
the two gangs, there
immune, no
but most of the
is an ingrained hate,
inner cities.
which
manifests
community is
“It’s
itself in tights over
immune.”
important
to
insults
perceived
see it because
and turf wars over
JAMES HOUSTON
it
illustrates
finely-defined
GVSU CRIMINAL JUSTICE
(gangs)
do
neighborhoods,
PROFESSOR
pose a threat
Houston said.
to community
Some
young
order
and
people
manage
tranquility; nobody is immune, no to avoid gang life and become
community is immune," Houston responsible citizens, but the key,
said.
Houston said, is to provide them
We have to remember gangs with jobs.
serve a useful social purpose,
“Our nation has failed these
Houston, who has been research ing young people and until we can
gangs for 15 years, said .Gangs can offer them hope and a future, we

will continue to see the existence
of gangs along that fault line
characterized by hopelessness,
poverty and despair,” Houston
said.
The free screening, followed
by a panel discussion, will be held
at 7 p.m. Tuesday at the Urhan
Institute of Contemporary Arts.
ahartig @ lanthorn x om
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MTV ruins Zamora's story in made-for-TV film
Liz
Reyna

'Ml

(l\ l Senior
He/>orler

Don’t get me wrong — I’m
a sucker for a good madefor-TV movie. However, last
week’s MTV production of the
story of Pedro Zamora failed to
inspire me; and quite frankly 1
am surprised at how this even
happened.
Similar to millions of
Americans, I was glued to the
TV when Pedro Zamora, a
Cuban immigrant suffering from
the effects of HIV, entered into
that strange fishbowl, filled with
sharks and all, which is the Real
World more than 10 years ago.
It was 1994’s favorite
love story: An awe-inspiring
connection between Zamora and

boyfriend Sean Sasser, with a
romance that seemed to be too
good to find itself harbored in the
slums of reality TV.
Yet. that was the point.
Zamora had to be on reality TV
to be an advocate for something
far more important than the
show, far more important than
the six other roommates and
whatever trivial quibbles they
had with each other, far more
important, he said, than even
himself - this powerful and
devastating disease.
Zamora himself never knew
the practice of safe sex and was
never taught it, he said. That’s
why the fuel behind Zamora’s
advocacy was so strong, because
he wanted to educate people
on something he never had the
chance to learn.
It was such an inspiring
story, in fact, that even then- •
President Bill Clinton credited

Zamora with personalizing and
humanizing those living with
HIV, especially to Hispanic
communities, with his activism.
It was such a powerful,
beautiful and heart-wrenching
story, but what MTV did to it last
week was a crime.
The story was rushed, and the
acting was poor. It was so rushed
in fact, it might have been better
if they hadn't made a movie at
all.
It was really that much of a
disservice.
Watching the story, it seemed
as though it was one take for
everything.
The story moved fast; too fast
for anyone who had not been
fortunate enough to see Zamora’s
story in 1994 to have even the
slightest moment of inspiration
or admiration now.
I really was expecting more.
MTV let me down.

but this wasn't the kind of
disappointment that comes
with seeing women throwing
themselves before a man whose
career is equally on its way
down — Bret Michaels; this was
something so much worse.
The media giant took its own
story to which it gave birth and
juggled the baby inches within
falling from the ground.
The movie was thrown
together.
MTV could have done better,
and should have done better to
honor the memory of such an
important soul.
I just hope those who were
first seeing Zamora’s story could
walk away with just a speck
of a picture of this incredible,
inspiring man whose mission in
life, and death, was far greater
and far bigger than he could have
ever imagined.
Irexna @ lanthorn xom

ESTABLISHED IN CHARLESTON, H.

OK, SO NY SUBS REALLY AREN’T GOURMET AND
WE RE NOT TRENCH EITHtR. MV SUBS JUST TASTE

IN 19S3 TO ADD TO STUDENTS GPA

A UTTLE BETTER, THAT'S ALL! I WANTED TO

AND GENERAL DATING ABILITY.

CALL IT JMMV JOHN'S TASTY SANDWICHES, BUT
MY MOM TOLD ME TO STICK WITH GOURMET.
SHE THINKS WHATEVER I DO IS GOURMET, BUT
I DON'T THINK EITHER OF US KNOWS WHAT IT
MEANS SO LETT STICK WITH TASTY!

Co£*LD’s CREATVttt^
°vhmet sandwich

S ' SUB SANDWICHES

Corporate Headquarters Champaign II

III ot my tasty sob sandwiches are a lull I inches of
hememade French bread, fresh veggies and the finest
meats A cheese I can buy* Ind if it matters te yen
we slice everything fresh everyday in this store. right
here where you can see it. (No mystery meat here!)

My duh sandwiches hove twice themeat er cheese, try it
oo my fresh hiked thick sliced 7-grain btcod or my famous
homemade trench bread!

*7 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB
PLAIN SLIMS

#1 PEPE*
Real applewood smoked ham and pravolone cheese
famished with lettuce, tomato, and mayo.

I toll 1/4 poaed of real applewotd smoked ham
provolone cheese, lattice, tomato. A real mayo!

Any Sub minus the veffies and sauce
SLIM I

Nam A cheese
Roast Reef

#2 BIG JOHN*

SLIM 2

SLIM 3 Tuna salad

yummy mayo lettuce and tomato

SLIM 4 Turkey breast

#3 TOTALLY TUNA*

SLIM S Salami, capicola. cheese

Rijao mustard. Icttocc. tomato. A mayo

*9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB*

SUM 6 Double provolone

Real genoa salami. Italian capicola. smoked ham.
and provelene cheese all tapped with lettuce, tomato,
ooioo. mayo, and our homemade Italian vinaifrette.
(Yea hav ta erder hot peppers, jest ask!)

and our tasty sauce! then topped with alfalfa sprouts,
cucumber lettuce and tomato. (My tuna rocks!)

LowCarb Lettuce Wrap

#4 TURKEY TOM*'

#8 BILLY CLUB*
Choice roast hoof, smoked bom. provolooe cheese.

Medium rare choice roast heel, topped with

Fresh hoosemade tuna, mined with celery, anions,

GIANT CLUB SANDWICHES

#10 HUNTER'S CLUB*
k loll 174 poood ol Iresk sliced medium rare
reast heel, provolone lattice, tomato. A maye

Fresh sliced turkey breast, topped with lettuce,
tomato, alfalfa sprouts and mayo. (The orifinal)

#5 VITO*
Ihe orifinal Italian sub with fenoa salami, pravolone.

Same ingredients and price of the
sub or club without the bread.

capicola onion lettuce, tomato. & a real tasty Italian

#11 COUNTRY CLUB*
fresh sliced turkey breast, appleweed smoked ham.
proveltoe. and tans el lettuce, tomato, and mayn!
(k very traditional, yet always exceptional classic!)

vinaigrette (Hot peppers by request)

#6 VEGETARIAN

#12 BEACH CLUB* ®

$

fresh baked turkey kreast. provelene cheese, avecade

Layers of pr ovolone cheese separated by real
avocado spread, alfalfa sprouts, sliced cucumber
lettuce tomato and mayo (Truly a fourmet sub not
lor vefetariaos only

.............

BOX lUNCHtS. PUtt IKS PiH tit S'

peace dude!)

fit LI VERY QROfRS will include a delivery
charfe of 45c per item w-tbe).

J.J.B.L.T.*
lacen lettuce tomato. A mayo

** JIMMYJ0HNS.COM * *

(The only better NT is mama s III)

spread, sliced cucumber sprouts, lettuce, temate. and
maye! (It s the real deal, and it am t even California.)

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB*
Bauble provelene. real avecade spread, sliced
cocemker. alfalfa sproots. lettuce, temate. A maye
(Fry it on my 7 grain while wheat bread This veffie
sandwich is werld class!)

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB*

★ SIDES ★
* Soda Pop

.

............ Sf 39/$l SS

• Riant chocolate chip or oatmeal raisin cookie

SI 50

* Real peiato chips or |umbo kosher dill pickle

SO M

* (lira loaf ot meat

...................................

,

FREEBIES

(SUBS € CLUBS ONLY)

Onion lettuce altalta sprouts tomato mayo sliced
cucumber Biyon mustard oil t vinegar and orcfano

definitely tweaked and fine tuned td perlectien!

THE J.J.
GARGANTUAN*
Si51 This

• f stra cheese or entra avocado spread................... SO 70
♦ Hot Peppers

Roast heel, turkey kreast. lettuce, temate. A mayo,
kn kmerican classic, certainly out invented by J J but

sandwich

was

invented

#«5 CLUB TUNA*
by

Jimmy John s bretber Huey It's huge
enough te feed the hungriest el all
SO.10 humans! Tons ol genoa salami sliced
smeked ham. capicola. roast heel,
turkey t provolone jammed into
one ol oor homemade french hens
then smothered with Miens maye
lettuce tomato A oor homemade
Italian dressing

The same as enr 03 Totally Tuna except this one has
a lot mere Fresh heusemade tuna salad, provolone.
sprouts cucumber lettuce A temate

#M> CLUB LULU*
Fresh sliced tarkey breast, hacan lettuce, temate.
A maye (JJ s orifinal turkey A bacen club)

#17 ULTIMATE PORKER"
Real appleweed smnked ham and bacon with lettuce
tomato A mayo, what could be better!

WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK
ALLENDALE

4814

LAKE MICHIGAN DR.

616.892.2000

"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!""
i

■ i
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